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St. Dominic’s takes shape 30 students arrested,
11 cited in two days
Along with off-campus disruptions,
security threats affect a dorm on campus
by

Ryan Ainscough ’02

News Editor
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Completion of St. Dominic Chapel is expected for December.
by

Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’01

News Staff

Following the summer
break, undoubtedly one of the
first things students noticed was
changes made to the new
chapel. St. Dominic Chapel
underwent a major trans
formation throughout the
summer months.
“We wanted the chapel to be
a focal point. A building that
would reach out, grab people,
and give them a hug,” said Mark
Rapoza, Director of Business
Strategy, who is supervising the
job for the College.
When students left campus
in May, the chapel merely
consisted of four roofless walls
and a lot of dust. However, the
chapel is certainly getting a lot
of attention from students
around campus this fall.
“Everything that I have
heard from the student body has
been positive,” Rapoza added.
Installation of the copper
roof is nearing completion.
Rapoza explained that within
the next three to seven years the
copper will reach its final green
color. The steeple, which was
erected a month ago, is already
showing signs of weathering.
“The architects wanted to
make it look like [the chapel]
was always here,” he said.
Rapoza explained that once
the roofing on the north side of
the chapel is completed, the
exterior scaffolding can be
removed to allow for the
construction
of granite
walkways and for landscaping.
The Grotto has also been
included in the design of the
new chapel. A replica of the

original Grotto, constructed
from stone of the original
Grotto, faces the chapel’s main
entrance. The twelve Stations
of the Cross that had previously
been a part of the Grotto will be
mounted parallel to Grotto
Lane. The plaza itself will be
made of brick and granite, and
will be designed in the shape
of a cross. Also, the six angels
from the former Grotto will be
positioned in the plaza.
“Grotto masses don’t go
away,” said Rapoza, “In fact,
this is much more intimate.
We’re going to be able to have
our Grotto masses.”
The chapel has two
additional entrances on top of
the main entrance: the East
entrance, facing DiTraglia, and
the South entrance, facing
Eaton Street. Each entrance has
its own unique archway design.
Masses will be held in the
first floor of the chapel. Also
located on the first floor are a
memorial chapel for PC
students, a reconciliation
chapel, a vesting sacristy and a
working sacristy, and a chapel
dedicated to Our Lady. The
Sanctuary, as well as the space
for the choir, will be elevated.
Many of the furnishings
within the chapel will be hand
made. The College’s seal, handcarved in oak will be displayed
above the doorway of the East
entrance. The altar and the
bases for the tabernacle were
made in Italy. The pews will
also be constructed by hand.
The ground floor, which can
be accessed through the South
entrance, will be the new
Campus Ministry Center. The
Center will house the
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page 28.

Chaplain’s Office, PSO office,
a choral practice room,
conference room, and a kitchen
that will be used for functions.
Allowing for flexibility, the
open area around which ground
floor offices and rooms will be
situated will have movable wall
petitions. The partitions will
allow this space to be broken
down into three separate rooms,
if necessary.
Rapoza explained that the
space is designed so that soft
furniture and tables could be set
up. “Once the space is done and
the Chaplain’s Office has been
moved in, the Campus Ministry
Center will really embrace
whoever comes in,” he said.
When asked about rumors of
the project exceeding its budget,
Rapoza said that they are within
ten percent of the original
estimate. “There may be a lack
of understanding about what
people thought they’d get for
the original cost,” he said. He
explained that items such as
furnishings and infrastructure
are not included in the building
estimate.
“I don’t know what else a
Catholic institution would want
to spend money on than
something that promotes its
whole identity,” he added.
The College hopes to have
the chapel completed and ready
for use by this coming Decem
ber.
There are some circum
stances outside of our control
that may delay that,” Rapoza
added.
“The building itself is very
unique,” Rapoza said, “I hope
the students will recognize the
space as something special.”

The Providence Police made
a “show of force” in the
neighborhoods surrounding PC
by arresting a total of 30
students and citing or warning
an additional 11 this past
weekend. The police stopped
students walking the streets
surrounding campus with open
containers and even used plainclothed License Bureau officers
to make arrests at several parties
and Louie’s, a Douglas Ave. bar.
In addition to these offcampus arrests, two security
emergencies occurred in
Aquinas Hall in the first week
of school. Three individuals
were removed by force from the
hall Thursday night after
refusing to obey parietals and
assaulting police officers. A
man entered a woman’s
bathroom in the hall Tuesday
afternoon, according to
administrators.

‘Every resource you would
need’
Of the students arrested offcampus, charges include
posession of an open container
of alcohol, disorderly conduct,
failure to move, and littering,
said the Vice President of
Student Services, Rev. J. Stuart
McPhail, O.P.
Major Richard Sullivan, of
the Providence Police, who
oversaw
the
operation,
explained that “when school
starts in certain parts of the city,
there are many calls so we bring
in extra officers who are
deployed to that area to
maintain the peace.”
These police respond to
neighbors’ complaints, such as
loud parties, according to
Sullivan. “When you get a
complaint in the area, you bring
in every resource you would
need to handle that situation,”
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PC bids farewell to
Father Barranger
by Juliana
Patsourakos ’02

News Staff

For returning PC
students who frequent
ly attended 10:30
Mass in Aquinas
Chapel there was an
obvious missing face
at church last Sunday photo
—Father Barranger.
Rev. Joseph Barran- courtofesy
ger, O.P., who served
as Chaplain at PC for
College
the past seven years,
has been elected
Religious Superior of
the Dominican Com
munity at St. Stephen Publications
Priory in Dover,
Rev. Joseph Barranger, O.P.
Massachusetts.
Following Fr. Barranger’s Ministry Council.
departure in August, Rev. Philip
McBrine remembers the
Smith, O.P., College President, close relationship students,
appointed Rev. Tom Ertle, O.P. faculty, and staff alike had with
as the acting Chaplain.
Fr. Barranger. When he walked
For many students who into the Chaplain’s office,
knew Fr. Barranger, whether McBrine would often find Fr.
through church services on Barranger counseling or joking
campus, programs sponsored by around with students.
the chaplain’s office, or even
“Fr. Barranger has the ability
through daily interaction, his to touch people in such a special
absence on campus is evident.
way,” recalled Shannon
“He was what I would O’Brien ’01. “From the day I
consider the most popular guy walked into his office freshman
on campus,” said John McBrine
Barranger, page 5
’01, President of the Campus

A & E has Trinity
Repertory’s current
production, School For
Scandal on page 15.
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Students arrested off campus
-Continued from page 1-

he said.
In this case, every resource included
the Licence Bureau, which consists of
plain clothes police officers.
Although the school pays for two
Providence Police cruisers to patrole the
neighborhoods on weekend nights, Fr.
McPhail said the Police’s decision to
arrest so many students this weekend
was in no way urged or requested by the
College. The cruisers, according to Fr.
McPhail, are placed in the neighborhood
for two reasons: to protect students and
to address situations before they become
a nuisance to surrounding neighbors.
“We (Providence College) are trying to
be good neighbors,” he said.
Maj. Sullivan also stressed the
concept of trying to maintain
neighborhood relations. “You need to be
a good neighbor,” he said. When a
student decides to throw a party, litter
on the ground, or engage in any activity,
they need to think to themselves “is this
fair to the neighborhood?”

‘A distinction has to be made’
In the aftermath of these arrests, many
administrators have theories as to why
it occured. This unusually large number
of arrests can partly be attributed to the
time of year, Fr. McPhail says. “A
distinction has to be made between the
opening of the school year and the rest
of the year,” he said, citing the warm
weather as one reason students were so
prevalent in the neighborhoods.
Even so, this weekend’s arrests were
greater than in past years, says McPhail.
“Do we have arrests at the opening of
the school year? Yes,” he said. “But not
as severe (as this year’s total).’’
Ronald Kelly, Disciplinary Dean and
Philip Reilly, Chief of Security, however,
disagree with this assesment. Kelly
estimated that a similar number of arrests
happens every year, while Reilly
explained that “(the police) just .come up
and 'have'a show of forte to show the
college students what they’re up to.”
Fr. Me Pharr also hypothesized that
the police sought to “set a tone” of no
toleration for disruptive behavior.
Maj. Sullivan, however, stressed that
the arrests were made only in response
to complaints.

‘Both sides of the argument’
What many are calling a “show of
force” on the part of the police this past
weekend has brought other questions to
the forefront, however. In particular,
many students have questioned the
behavior of police officers. One student
arrested, who spoke on the condition of
anonymity, described the police as
“unprofessional,” disrespectful and even
degrading towards women.
At around 10:00 on Friday night, a
car pulled up to the curb of this student’s
off-campus apartment. Thinking it was
a friend stopping by or someone asking
for directions, he approached the car
holding an open container of beer in his
hand. The car, however, was that of a
Licence Bureau officer. This officer
called the transportation van, which
picked up the student, drove him around
the neighborhood picking up other
arrested students for around twenty five

Recycling made easy

minutes, and then brought them all to
the Police Station in Downtown
Providence.
“They were all over everybody,” the
student explained. They, for example,
repeatedly accused the students of being
rich and thinking they were better than
others. One student in particular was
referred to as “ (explitive) head” by the
police throughout the night as an
alternative to calling him by name. One
officer even made a degrading remark
to his partner about a female student after
stopping the van to give her a warning
and driving away.
None of these claims, of course, can
be proven. Kelly warns that “you have,
to try and catch both sides of the
argument. Was the student drunk? Did
they remember what really happened?”
Many times, according to Kelly, “the
sober people out there are the police.”
Kelly did assert, though, that if
students ever were mistreated by police
officers, Fr. McPhail would come to their
aid. “If something bad happens to one
of the students, Fr. McPhail will take a
stand. I’ve seen him make calls, write
letters.”
Maj. Sullivan emphatically asserted
that the Providence Police “definitely
(don’t) condone that at all.”
He said, though, that “you can’t just
say an officer was unprofessional, you
need to file a complaint.” These
complaints, according to Maj. Sullivan,
should be filed with the Internal Affairs
Department of the Police Station. Such
complaints will receive a hearing and a
thorough investigation.

Summer-long efforts improve the
state of PC’s recycling program
in Harkins for a semester to determine
whether
to try it in other buildings,” she
Asst. News Editor
stated.
Alumni Cafe has also contributed to
Perhaps you’ve noticed new
recycling barrels around campus. Or, recycling efforts, having amended its
maybe you’ve seen the signs directing original recycling method. Previously
you to leave cans and bottles on your having separate barrels designated for
trays to be recycled in Alumni Cafe. trash and recycling, all barrels are now
Both are just two initiatives resulting trash-only, and all recyclables are to be
from a summer-long effort to “revitalize left on the trays when brought to the tray
PC’s recycling program,” said Gale return. This new system, according to
Gennaro, Coordinator of the Office of Smith, eliminates possible confusion and
ensures that all recyclables end up in the
Environmental Health and Safety.
The improved recycling program, proper place. Students and faculty may
organized primarily by Michelle Smith also receive a discount on drinks if they
bring their own
’01
under
beverage mugs
Gennaro’s
to be filled in
guidance, was
Alumni.
designed “to
Smith and
make it easy for
Gennaro both
the PC comm
agree
that
unity to recyc
communication
le,” commented
is the most
Smith.
significant
Smith spent
factor
in
the
summer
determining
months survey
the success of
ing campus,
any recycling
determining
program.
areas that need
To promote
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campus, Smith
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by monthly
newsletter
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Klinger '03
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A PC student makes use of a
ings,
and
ability, Closing
heavily travel
new recycling bin on campus.
the Loop. This
led
outdoor
routes.
publication will update the PC
“It’s always students who tend not to community on improvements in the
recycle, so they’re our biggest target,” recycling program as . well as
Smith stated.
“environmentally progressive” measures
After compiling such data and being taken on college campuses around
visiting various other regional colleges the area. Smith also attended all
to study their recycling programs, she freshman orientations and this year’s
submitted a proposal to the Resident Assistant training to inform
Administration asking for funding to students of the new recycling program.
support the necessary improvements.
A recycling information web page
“We requested $10,000 from the and recycling hotline have also been
school, and it okayed the numbers,” established to address any concerns or
Smith said.
questions concerning recycling
“Surprisingly everyone was for it,” procedures on campus.
added Gennaro. “The Administration
Despite the vast improvements made
embraced it.”
over the summer, Gennaro finds one
Several new recycling initiatives are problem with the state of PC’s recycling
now in place on campus thanks to the program: “We’ve had a recycling
funding granted to the program in early program for five years. There’s never
August. The “biggest accomplishment been anyone to maintain it.” She added
of the summer,” according to Smith, has that although “Michelle has pumped all
been the placing of 33 new recycling her resources into that this summer,” she
barrels alongside outdoor trash still needs to find a work-study student
receptacles.
who would be interested in assuming
“We have two different kinds of Smith’s duties after graduation.
barrels because they’re expensive,” she
Smith also commented on the need
commented.“The ones similar to those for student volunteers who could help
found on Slavin lawn are made of monitor the status of recycling on a
recycled milk jugs from the Plastic weekly basis.
Lumber Company. We put those in
Many students have been receptive
places where the school is more to the new recycling initiatives. Laura
concerned about aesthetics.”
DiMichele ’02 commented, “They’re a
Additionally, all maroon recycling great improvement from what we had
totes previously found in lower Slavin, before. There’s a lot of waste on this
dorms, and academic buildings have campus, and now that we have the added
been replaced with new green totes. A resources to take advantage of, it’s our
pilot program has also been initiated in responsibility to utilize them.”
Harkins Hall after complaints from
Formore information regarding PC’s
faculty indicating “recycling wasn’t recycling program, you can visit the
convenient enough,” said Smith. informational web page under the
Currently, bins are available in each
“INFORMATION" heading of the PC
office for the recycling of paper as well homepage. You may also call the
as cans and bottles.
Recycling Hotline at ext. 1881 or email
“We’re going to monitor the situation questions to recycle@providence.edu.
by

‘Belligerent with the police’
Amidst all of these off-campus
arrests, however, the most severe of
arrests to happen in the area this week
may be the arrests that occurred on
campus. On Thursday night, according
to Reilly, an RA in Aquinas Hall
requested the help of the Security
Department to fescort three individuals
in violation of parietals out of the dorm.
They refused to identify themselves, but
were not PC students. The call was made
to security, according to Reilly, because
the three men refused to leave. Security,
in turn, solicited the help of the
Providence Police when the three
continued their refusal.
At that point, one of the men “became
belligerent with the police,” according
to Security Supervisor George Parillo,
who was present at the scene. A second
individual joined in to help his friend,
Parillo said,-and the policemen used
•forcible means to remove them from the
•building.' The two who resisted,
according to Reilly, were arrested and
charged with trespassing and assault of
a police officer. The third left without
resistance when the police arrived.
“On the students perspective, it was
probably too much (force that the police
used). On the officer’s, it was probably
enough to handle the situation,” said
Reilly. “That’s usually how these
situations go.” He also reminded that the
officers “were the only ones sober.”
“If the police ask you to leave and
you don’t move,” Fr. McPhail said, “they
will use the means to move you.”
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The entrance to McVinney Hall bustled with activity on move-in day.
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Kristin DiQuollo ’02

Attention Seniors
Sign up for your senior yearbook portraits on-line TODAY!
Visit www.mcgratnstudios.com and enter password peyb to
reserve a time. Portraits will be taken beginning September 25.
Don’t be left out!
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Frs. Rubba and
Skalko pass away
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Despite invitation, few
students at Convocation
by

Kristin DiQuollo ’02

Asst. News Editor

Fr. Skalko
by Laura

Meneses ’03

Asst. News Editor

After devoting years of service to
Providence College, Rev. Stephen J.D.
Skalko, O.P. and Rev. John C. Rubba,
O.P., passed away over the summer. Fr.
Skalko and Fr. Rubba, Dominicans and
former residents of St. Thomas Aquinas
Priory, are remembered for their
contributions to both the College and the
community at large.
Fr. Rubba, 96, died on June 7 at St.
Antoine Residence in North Smithfield,
R.I.
In addition to his role as Professor of
both Spanish and Italian from 1938 until
1973, Fr. Rubba served as Chairman of
the Department of Romance (Modem)
Languages and Moderator of the PC
Swim Club.
His service also extended beyond the
classroom. “(Fr. Rubba) had a great
influence on the campus in the
classroom, but also outside,” said Fr.
Thomas Ertle, O.P., Acting Chaplain and
Director of Campus Ministry.,
Fr. Rubba is especially remembered
for his compassion towards Cuban,
Spanish, and Laotian refugees during the
1960’s. In the age of both the Vietnam
War and Fidel Castro’s Cuban
dictatorship, Fr. Rubba headed many
efforts to collect and donate food,
clothing, and furniture to those in need
overseas.
Within Rhode Island, Fr. Rubba came
to the aid of the homeless and those
dealing with alcoholism by offering
rehabilitative services to the two groups
on and off campus.
Involved in various religious causes,
Fr. Rubba led pilgrimages to Fatima, the
Holy Land, and other religious sites. He
published a number of pamphlets
concerning Dominican saints and the
Third Order of St. Dominic, as well as a
book entitled The Wonder of Fatima in
1947.

Fr. Rubba
Members of the Dominican Order at
Providence College describe Fr. Rubba
as a man of great faith. “He maintained
a deep devotion to the Mother of Jesus
and always encouraged others to seek her
maternal intercession. He will be
remembered as a good and faithful
priest,” said Fr. Edward Myers, O.P.,
Prior.
Fr. Skalko,86, died on July 25 at St.
Joseph’s Hospital in North Providence.
Serving the Dominican community for
over 60 years, Fr. Skalko was a
committed member of the Order. He
served the College as Professor of Latin,
English, and speech communications
from 1953 to 1967, and as Director of
PC’s Lacordaire Debating Society from
1956 tol967.
“(Fr. Skalko) gave a lot of devoted
service here,” noted Fr. Ertle.
Prior to his work at PC, Fr. Skalko
served many roles, including Associate
Pastor of St. Patrick’s Parish in
Columbus, Ohio and Assistant to the
Chaplain at the Ohio State Penitentiary.
Involved in a variety of organizations
throughout his lifetime, Fr. Skalko was
a member of the American Speech
Association, the College English
Association, and the Catholic Classical
Association, among others.
Both Fr. Skalko and Fr. Rubba began
their college careers at PC. While Fr.
Rubba transferred to St. Rose Seminary
in Kentucky two years after entering the
College in 1922, Fr. Skalko was a
member of the Class of 1934.
Fr. Rubba was ordained on May 20,
1932 at the Dominican House of Studies
in Washington D.C. and Fr. Skalko was
ordained at the St. Joseph Priory in
Somerset, Ohio on May 17, 1939.
The lives of Fr. Rubba and Fr. Skalko
were commemorated in a Mass of
Christian Burial on June 9 and July 29,
respectively, in the St. Thomas Aquinas
Priory Chapel. Both are buried in the
Dominican Community Cemetery at
Providence College.

Free Meningitis Vaccine
Available to the first 200 students aged 18 or younger who sign up by
September 20,2000 at the Student Health Center (865-2422)

Providence College Vehicle Towing Policy
All illegally parked vehicles are liable to be towed. If a vehicle is
towed, the cost of towing plus a fine for the violation will be levied.
The College is not responsible for damage to a vehicle during towing
or storage. Vehicles parked on college-owned or controlled property
may be towed at the owner’s expense, even if legally parked at the
time, when:
(a) there are three or more unpaid tickets against the vehicle and/or
evidence of repeated disregard of parking regulations; or
(b) the vehicle is blocking the flow of traffic on college property,
creating a possible hazard; or
(c) the vehicle is parked in a “posted” zone such as handicap, fire
lane, tow-away, official use only, etc.; or assigned parking; or
(d) the vehicle is in violation of R.I. Motor Vehicle laws, e.g., expired
license plates, failure to display both front and rear plates, etc.

Until last year, Academic Convo
cation was an event attended by faculty,
administrators, and staff. Though
students were invited by a last minute
memo at the beginning of the Fall 1999
semester, this year marks the first time
the entire Providence College
community received a formal invitation
to the event.
Unfortunately, commented Ann
Molak, Executive Director of
Community Relations, “we wish more
students had turned out.”
Student attendance Wednesday
afternoon was considerably low,
continued Molak, who “implemented the
event for (Dr. Thomas Canavan,) the
Vice
President
of Academic
Administration. She believes perhaps
too many students were unsure of the
purpose of the event.
“I wouldn’t have known what it was
if my professor hadn ’t explained it,” said
Erin O’Toole ’01. “I was just curious to
see what it was all about.”
Tara Murphy ’01 added, “I think a lot
of students threw out the invitations
because they did have no idea what
exactly Convocation was.”
Molak offered an informal
explanation of Academic Convocation’s
significance.

“It’s now an all-inclusive event that
recognizes those faculty members that
have been promoted, given tenure, or
recently joined our community ... it’s a
formal beginning to the academic year,”
she said, adding, “If we’re going to use
the word ‘community,’ we shouldn’t
come together only at Commencement.”
When asked how student attendance
might be promoted in future years,
Molak responded that “we need to do a
better job of explaining the tradition ...
and formality of this kind of event.” She
also commented that if any students have
suggestions for attracting students, she
would like to hear them.
O’Toole later stated, “Students
should definitely have the opportunity
to come (to Convocation). It’s nice to
come and support our faculty.”
Convocation 2000 included a
principal address given by Dr. Robert
Kirkwood, former Executive Director of
the Commission on Higher Education of
the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools. Dr. Kirkwood
spoke on the importance of maintaining
excellence in education.
Of all the invitations distributed to the
PC community, approximately 850
people responded, whether affirmatively
or regretfully. Although the number of
total attendees was unavailable at press
time, less than a quarter of the
community accepted the invitation to
Convocation, commented Molak.

A card of thanks
Dear Providence College Community,
On behalf of our family, we would like to extend our most gracious appreciation
and gratitude to the family of Providence College. Recently, as most of you
know, our family was stricken with a horrific tragedy. With the deaths of both
our brother and grandmother, the Providence College community was there with
an indescribable amount of love and support that this letter will never truly be
able to capture. Both of us; as well as pur family wpuld like to extend our warmest
thanks to everyone that embraced us and supported us through those trying days.
We cannot say enough about Providence College and the love that we have been
given in these past difficult months. We would like to extend our special thanks
and appreciation to the Chaplain’s Office, the office of Residence Life, the office
of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies, all or our respective professors, and each
and every one of our dear friends for being there for us—you know who you are.
Once again, we thank you, Providence College, and we are eternally grateful for
your love and support.
Sincerely,
/
Cory and Ryan Cabral '01

F.Y.I from S.T.E.P 1
Rl has passed a new law making
a blood alcohol level of 0.08 the level of legal intoxication.
Males
#of Drinks/hr 120 lbs
0.04
1
0.07
2
0.11
3

140 lbs

160 lbs

0.03
0.06
0.09

0.03
0.05
0.08

Females
#of Drinks/hr 100 lbs
1
0.05
2
0.1
0.15
3

120 lbs
0.04
0.08
0.13

140 lbs
0.04
0.07
0.11

Please have a safe and responsible semester!!
Call A CAB, Use the Shuttle...Please think before vou drink
SIEM PC’s PEER EDUCATION GROUP
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Arrests
-Continued from page 2-

‘It’s up to students’
In another incident in Aquinas,
security was forced to search and secure
the building last Tuesday after a
suspicious man was reported inside. “He
was a stranger,” said Rev. Kenneth
Sicard, O.P., Director of Residence Life.
“Nobody knew who he was.”
Although Reilly explained the
security report cited the man’s location
in the basement, Fr. Sicard reported that
the man was seen in a women’s
bathroom. No one matching the man’s
description, however, was found in the
building.
Although security officers patrol
campus, they “don’t patrol the dormitory
buildings,” said Reilly. “We only go to
the inside of dorms on invitation.”
To secure the dorms, the card swipe
system is used, Reilly explained. “It’s up
to the students to maintain the security
of the buildings,” he said. “And they
don’t.” He explained that students
frequently hold doors open for strangers
and prop doors open with bricks and
other means.
Fr. Sicard expressed similar concern
over the propping of doors. “Our
students have to be cautious,” he said.
After the incident. Residence Life posted
flyers around the dorm to warn students
of these dangers. “We’ve always been
concerned with that,” he said. “They’re
compromising their own safety by
(propping doors).”
The doors do not go totally
unmonitored, though. A computer in the
security office prints out reports that
indicate who has swiped their cards in
each door and can also show which doors
are propped open. When a door is found
to be propped, a security guard will be
sent to the scene.

The Alcohol Policy
Another alcohol issue that lays on the
outskirts of these stories, but may or may
not affect them, is the new application
of the school’s alcohol policy. Fr.
McPhail stresses, however, that “it is not
a new alcohol policy,” but rather the
same policy applied in a different way.
In the past, students were sanctioned for
alcohol violations and given a clean slate
every year. Now, a student is only
allowed three violations total, regardless
of the year in which they occurred.
“It will give us the tools to assist
(students who have chronic alcohol
problems) better,” he explained.
One widespread misconception
regarding the policy, however, exists on
campus, according to McPhail. In the
new student handbook, the first
violation’s consequences read “$100
fine; letter of adminstrative warning;
disciplinary probation fora minimum of
one semester; possible notification of
parents...”
The handbook should reflect that one
semester’s disciplinary probation, which

also includes suspension from all clubs
and activities, is a punishment that may
be used, rather than a punishment that
must be used.
Regardless of this discrepancy, Fr.
McPhail refutes the idea that the new
policy drove students off-campus to
drink, where they were subsequently
arrested.
“A number of the students who (were
arrested) were off-campus students,” he
explained.
Fr. Sicard, also feels the new policy
did not affect the weekend arrests. “I
don’t think the first weekend of this year
was much different from the first week
every other year,” he said.
He also explained the new application
of the alcohol policy, saying “one of the
intentions of making any change to the
policy was to give (the Disciplinary
Office) more flexibility to assign stiffer
sanctions when it is appropriate. I hope
the students will take it more seriously
and the Resident Assistants won’t have
to confront as many situations.”

‘Touching all our bases’
In light of all these security and
disciplinary concerns, the College is left
with a tarnished reputation and concern
over security. The Providence Journal
published one article on Saturday citing
20 arrests in the PC area, although it
asserted that not all of these arrested
individuals were PC students. Another
article in the Journal, printed
Wednesday, reported that another 44
individuals total were arrested on
Saturday night.
“Any time there’s an article in the
media that does not present the students
in the best possible way, it impacts the
reputation of the students and the
school,” said Fr. McPhail.
Kelly agreed. “The students
themselves have to understand they
represent the College,” he said. “I don’t
like to see that. I don’t wafit them
arrested.”
When asked if he expected the
number of arrests to decrease in
upcoming weeks, Maj. Sullivan would
only say “it will speak for itself.”
He said, though, that the high number
of arrests in the area does not necesarily
indicate that PC students were the source
of the problem. “It wouldn’t be fair to
say this is PC,” he said.
Fr. McPhail explained that the
warning given to students aimed at
avoiding such situations. “I knew that
this difficulty could arise. I was advising
students that this was a possibility,” he
said of flyers posted in residence halls
warning students of potential liquor
violations.
Due to this warning, Fr. McPhail
believes that the school has done all in
it’s power to avoid such situations. “We
touched all our bases. The College can’t
do much more than that. When you (the
student) leave campus, you are a
citizen.”
He is not, however, unwilling to
discuss new ways in which the school
can avoid weekends such as this. “If
there’s something we can do to improve
the situation, we’re open to suggestions.”
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A message to
all students
April 12,2000
Charges:
1. Disobeyment of college rules and
regulations (page 38,1) Guilty
2. Standards of Conduct (page 39, n, 1 A)
Guilty
3. Indecent Expression (page 39, II, 2F)
Guilty
4. Discrimination on the basis of sex (page
44, XI) Guilty
5. Posting materials in residence halls
(page 47, VII) Guilty
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary probation until January 15,
2001
2. A meeting with the Sexual Harassment
Officer, Gail Dyer, J.D. This meeting
will be for all residents of the room
where the posting occurred to discuss
the impact that this behavior has on
others in the residential environment
3. A training session on this issue for the
entire residence floor.

May 2,2000
1. Possession of an open container (page
42) Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/22/00
2. $100.00 fine
May 9,2000
1. Possession of an open container
by an underage person (page 42)
Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/22/00
2. $125.00 fine
3. Mandatory alcohol education class
4. Letter to parents detailing College’s
response for second offense alcohol
violation
May 9,2000
1. Possession of an open container
by an underage person (page 42)
Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/
22/00
2. $125.00 fine
3. Mandatory alcohol education class
4. Letter to parents detailing College’s
response for second offense alcohol
violation
May 10,2000
1. Possession of an open container by an
underage person (page 42)
Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/22/00
2. $100.00 Fine
3. Letter of administrative warning first
offense alcohol

May 10,2000
1. Possession of an open container by an
underage person (page 42)
Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/22/00
2. $100.00 Fine
3. Letter of administrative warning first
offense alcohol
May 10,2000
1. Possession of an open container by an
underage person (page 42)
Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/22/00
2. $100.00 Fine
3. Letter of administrative warning first
offense alcohol

May 15,2000
1. Destruction of college property (page
39, V) Guilty
The following penalties are imposed:
1. Disciplinary probation until January 18,
2001
2. Payment of $200.00 for damages
May 15,2000
Charges:
1. Underage drinking (page 40, VII)
Guilty
2. Destraction of college property (Page
39, V) Guilty
Sanctions;
1. Disciplinary probation until February 1,
2001
2. Payment of $200.00 for damages
May 19,2000
Charges:
1. Standards of conduct (page 38, II, 1 A)
Guilty
2. Unauthorized possession of college
property (page 38, II, 2G) Guilty
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary probation until graduation
2. $5,000 restitution payable by 9/1/2000

September 7,2000
Charge:
1. Underage drinking (page 26, VII)
Guilty
Sanctions:
1. In-kind restitution - 20 hours
September 7,2000
Charge:
1. Use of an illegal drag (page 28, VIII)
Guilty
2. Possession of drug paraphernalia (page
28-29, VIII, #C) Guilty
Sanctions:

1.
2.
3.

Letter of disciplinary warning for first
offense
Disciplinary probation until 12/31/00
$125.00 fine

~ Local News Update ~
• The West Nile virus has shown up in North Kingstown, The Department of Environmental Management says a blue jay collected from the Davisville area on
September first tested positive for the virus. The state sprayed the area on Monday night to try and kill the mosquitoes that transmit the virus. Five dead birds
in Rhode Island have tested positive so far this summer for the virus. A horse in South Kingstown has been the only mammal in the state to test positive so far.
State officials are asking residents to continue wearing bug repellent and long-sleeved shirts and long pants outside.
* ■
■
• A Barrington family is suing the town after their son slipped on a mustard package in the Barrington Middle school and fractured his foot. Brian and Sandy
Sullivan are suing for $25,000.00. They say they want the money for medical bills and for pain and suffering because their son wasn’t able to play sports. The
couple claims the mustard package was negligently left on the school floor.
» Former Providence tax collector Anthony Annarino reported to prison on Monday. Annarino was sentence to 30 months for his role in the tax-breaks-forbribes scheme at Providence City Hall. He is one of seven people indicted in FBI’s investigation known as Operation Plunder Dome.

• Federal environmental officials launched a one million-dollar campaign this week aimed at protecting children from environmental health threats. The
announcement by the Environmental Protection Agency includes $500,000.00 to combat lead poisoning in New England; $200,000.00 to improve air quality
and reduce toxic exposure in 200 New England schools; and $225,000.00 to curt) rising asthma rates.
• The widow of the Reverend Martin Luther King Junior spoke at the University of Rhode Island on Tuesday afternoon. Coretta Scott King, a civil rights
activist, delivered the school’s annual convocation address. She received an honorary doctorate and spoke on how the King legacy can be applied today.
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Barranger
Departs
-Continued from page 1year, to just today when I called him at
his new home, he has always made
himself 100 percent available to me, and
I watch him do the same for so many
students. Life around here is certainly
different without him, but I am confident
he will go on to do more amazing things
with his life, changing lives and
deepening the faiths of those fortunate
enough to know him,” she said.
Although Fr. Barranger dedicated
much time to interacting with students,
his position was not limited to
counseling. Fr. Barranger also helped
many people in the PC community grow
in their Christian faith.
“He got students excited about their
faith,” said McBrine.
As part of his position as Chaplain,
Fr. Barranger was responsible for
delivering liturgies on campus,
moderating the campus ministry council,
and helping to design the new chapel.
He also held a weekly Bible study group
in DiTraglia.
Reflecting upon the varied tasks he
had as Chaplain, Fr. Barranger sums up
his experience at PC in one word:
“awesome.”
“It has been the best time of my
priesthood,” commented Fr. Barranger.
Fr. Barranger was most excited about
being an integral part of students’ daily
lives.
The position of Chaplain, however,
is not always enjoyable. Because each
individual leads a life that is rich with
joys, sorrows, and challenges, the job of
chaplain meant being a part of people’s
lives in both happy and sad times,
according to Fr. Barranger. “I buried four
kids. I buried twenty-eight parents,” he
recalls.
Although times like these and other
crises were very difficult, there were

News
many aspects of his job that Fr.
Barranger enjoyed.
Fr. Barranger reflected upon the many
"
happy times that he had as Chaplain,
from sharing in a student’s joy to
learning about the positive way a PC
graduate was living his or her life. Fr.
Barranger also enjoyed the many social
events on campus .
“I missed the Pig Roast,” he
remarked.
In all, Fr. Barranger was never bored
or disinterested with life at PC. “There
was never one day that repeated
another,” said Fr. Barranger.
One way in particular Fr. Barranger
helped students was to encourage them
to follow a vocation they were passionate
about. When students felt as if they were
uncertain of their future vocations, Fr.
Barranger encouraged them to pray to
God both about their talents and about
what they had to share with others.
“I always felt that so many of the
students who I ran into felt they didn’t
matter. . .Sometimes they just felt that
they were on a treadmill,” commented
Fr. Bananger. “Everybody is special.”
Now that he is Superior of the
Dominican community at St. Stephen
Priory, he commented that “in a lot of
ways (my experience at PC) shaped my
love for preaching.”
While Fr. Barranger adjusts to his
new position, the Campus Ministry
Office he once headed is both moving
locations and expanding to include more
programs.
Fr. Ertle hopes the new chapel, which
is currently under construction, will
provide a Welcoming, comfortable
atmosphere. He is excited about the
upcoming year.
According to Fr. Ertle, the new chapel
will not just look better, it will “expand
the identity of the Chaplain’s Office so
we’ll be able to do a lot more programs.”
“I consider it a great privilege to be
at PC and I think all the students are
great,” stated Ertle.
On September 24, at 7:00, Fr.
Barranger will celebrate Mass on Slavin
lawn. A reception will follow the service.
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WORLD

Countdown to Presidential
Vote: 57 days remaining...
by Jay Higgins

’03

Asst. World Editor

As the Presidential Election nears,
the World. Editors here at The Cowl have
decided to give an equal amount ofpress
and information to the two main
candidates, Al Gore and George IV.
Bush. This will be a tremendous
opportunity for you, the student, (and
hopefully the voter!) to read about these
candidates and determine which of their
values and ideas you most agree with.
So, with that said, here is an overview of
our current Vice President, and 2000
election hopeful, Al Gore.
Perhaps no human beings, not even
candidates for the American presidency,
should be judged decades later by the
way they were before they reached
adulthood. However, it is true that in
seeking to understand why people think
and act as they do, an examination of
their early days is often the best source.
Al Gore has undergone a series of life
changing experiences since his school
years - serving in Vietnam, marrying and
raising a family, losing his sister, nearly
losing his son, and even serving two
terms as Vice President of the United
States. Many of the behavioral patterns
of the figure running for president today
are best explained by the boy he once
was. Al Gore grew up within the confines
of a disciplined life, a structure imposed
on him by his parents and teachers. He
had to work for his achievements, for
neither academic nor athletic success
came to him without great effort.Gore
graduated from St. Albans Academy and
later enrolled at HarvardUniversity
where he excelled with honors. Shortly
after, Gore decided to throw his hat in
the ring when he announced that he

would be a candidate for Tennessee’s
Fourth Congressional District. In 1976,
Gore won this election by capturing 90
percent of the vote. It was at this time
when Gore first encountered issues he
still fights today, including toxic waste,
education, and reducing the threat of
nuclear war. Eight years later, Gore
campaigned for Senator and won with
60 percent of the vote. In the Senate,
Gore led the comeback of Earth Day, and
on April 22, 1990, the U.S. celebrated
the first “Earth Day” since 1970. While
fighting for the “Working Families Tax
Relief Act,” Gore also supported the
ongoing Persian Gulf War where he met
another political supporter in Joe
Lieberman.This name may sound
familiar- Lieberman is Gore’s running
mate and the current Vice Presidential
candidate.
Currently, Gore is facing a new
election for the Presidency of the United
States. He has served eight years as Vice
President under President Bill Clinton.
He knows the pressure, the constant
scrutiny, and the responsibility of leading
a country. However, being connected
with Clinton isn’t always a good thing.
For example, people still remember the
scandal involving Clinton and Monica
Lewinsky, a White House intern. Gore
has made it clear he is a very different
man from President Clinton. He takes
pride in his marriage and his children,
in order to be an example of strong
family values to the American people.
Gore’s other issues include:
CRIME: He has been praised for his
efforts to reduce gun violence, supported
tougher criminal sentences, worked to
give law enforcement the crime-fighting
tools they need, and has been an advocate
in the effort to reduce youth violence.

EDUCATION: He wants to reduce
class sizes, improve standards and
accountability, and bring technology into
classrooms. He has also advocated
aggressive proposals to make schools
safer and drug-free.
HEALTH CARE: Al Gore has
worked hard to ensure that all Americans
have access to affordable, quality health
care. He has fought for a strong,
enforceable Patients’ Bill of Rights,
worked to ensure that women and
children receive high quality care,
promoted innovative solutions for long
term care needs, and fought to protect
and improve Medicare and Medicaid.

These are just some of Al Gore’s
ideas for leading the country in the year
2000. With future issues of The Cowl
coming, the staff will be able to give you
the latest information in this year’s
election, as well as the views of both
candidates as they are presented. There
are only 57 days until the election, which
means there are only 57 days for you to
decide who will be the best man for the
job.

Sources: AlGore2000.com,
NYTimes.com

Internet
website
attacked
by Alicia

Nidetz ’02

World Editor

BARGAINS BY THE BAGFUL
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15,700 Internet customers have
reason to fear: their credit and debit card
information has been obtained by
hackers who tapped into the Western
Union website earlier this week.
The
company’s
website
(www.westemunion.comk which is a
part of First Data Corp., was educated
about the break-in early last Friday, and
began to notify affected clients late
Sunday and early in . the week.
In
addition to private customers, the
company also disclosed information to
Visa and Mastercard on any and all
accounts in danger.
Www.westemunion.com was hacked
into while maintenance of the site was
underway and protection was non
existent.
Thus far, no incidents of fraudulent
activity have been reported. Both
Mastercard and Visa are taking special
measures to monitor all affected
accounts closely.

The World
...in brief
National
Scientist pleads guilty
Nuclear scientist Dr. Wen Ho Lee
agreed to plead guilty to a lesser
charge in federal court. He is charged
with stealing nuclear secrets from the
Los Alamos, New Mexico laboratory
where he worked. He was originally
charged with providing nuclear secrets
to a foreign country, China. In return
for the reduced charges, Dr. Lee
agreed to drop accusations that he was
singled out as a suspect because of his
Chinese roots.

Long-time coach fired
Bobby Knight, who had coached
men’s basketball for nearly thirty years
at Indiana University was fired Sunday
after a confrontation with a student.
Knight allegedly grabbed the student
and lectured him after he called Knight
by his last name. Knight had been
warned that losing his temper would
result in termination after he was
filmed choking one of his players in
1997.

International
Statehood delayed
The
Palestine
Liberation
Organization has decided to delay
declaring statehood to Palestine for at
least two more months. The respite
is meant to allow more time for peace
talks with Israel to succeed. Without
Israeli support, a Palestinian state
would most likely collapse in an
outbreak of violence. The new
deadline for declaring statehood is the
15,th of November.

Police raid warehouse
Colombian police raided a
warehouse and captured a partially
completed mini-submarine. They
speculate the submarine would have
been used for smuggling cocaine into
the United States. The 100-foot
submarine had the capacity to carry
200 tons of cocaine and was reportedly
very sophisticated. At this time,
police are investigating possible
Russian ties to the submarine.
Colombia is responsible for 90 percent
of the cocaine smuggled into the
United States.

UN workers murdered
The murder of three UN workers
in West Timor, Indonesia last week,
forced the evacuation of the 400 other
workers. As a result, the 90,000
refugees from East Timor are running
low on food and medicine. The UN
stated that the workers will not return
until the militia bands responsible for
the killings are disbanded.

Sources: projo.com, usatoday.com
Compiled by Mike Speight '03
sources: latimes.com, nytimes.com
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The Commentary Staffmakes some random observations. Sometimes
they even make sense. These are some of their pet peeves and quirky
favorites of the week in this new feature.
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“The debate on debates” It is a
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ridiculous, time-honored ritual just after
Labor Day in an election year. Al Gore,
who once said he would debate “anytime,
anywhere,” has now informed us that he
will only accept the Commission on
Presidential Debates appearances. Bush,
on the other hand, is a little more
comfortable with the less-pandering,
round-table types of appearances. Bush
finally did what most thought was a nobrainer: accept the Commission debates,
and then request that Larry King or Tim
Russert moderate. Let’s hope Gore does
not extend this delay further and get
bogged down in the “minor details.” With
the campaign at a dead heat, it is in both
of their interests to debate as often as
possible now and start swaying the
public. -Dave Holman ’03
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waste on instant messaging? About 75%
of all conversations on the thing are
useless. How many times do you have a
conversation on the instant messenger
that goes like this: “Hi, how’s it
going?”...“good, u?”...”good, how’s
school”...’’good, u”...“good, what are
you up to”...“nothing much how bout
u?”.. .“nothin, just chillin like the villian.”
Then we just proceed to ramble on and
on and waste our time. Email, even
though its still rather new, is starting to
become an ancient fossil. Bring back
email, ok g.t.g. cya lata
-Pat Slattery ’03
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Green Quad
There is grass on the
quad, and it is beautiful!!! The lush,
lovely green grass covering the “quad”
is making our campus look downright
collegiate. This cool, wet summer, along
with the heroic efforts of physical plant
this summer to fertilize and cultivate the
grass, has clearly resulted in a great lawn.
Good work physical plant people! Now
herds of students can enjoy roaming on
our own lushly manicured lawn, at least
until the trampling reduces the grass back
to the dirt we knew last year or the winter
turns our campus from a green paradise
into a frigid tundra. Enjoy it while it’s
there everyone! -Erin Simmeth ’03

Good Knight in Indiana

TTYL on IM How much time do we

Commentary Editor
Dave Holman ’03

Letters

the old stuff. What is this place coming
to? -Erin Simmeth ’03

and

Choosing the journalistic slant The
Providence Journal had an interesting
response the other day to a letter writer
who complained that the paper called pro
choice people “pro-choice” but pro-life
people “anti-abortion.” In response, the
paper claimed that “pro-life” was a biased
term but “pro-choice” wasn’t. It’s
certainly a bit vague. The proper opposite
of “anti-abortion” would be “pro
abortion rights.” The Journal also ran a
fawning article about the so-called
morning-after pill, featuring a woman
who complained that that pill was unfairly
confused with the abortion issue. But this
pill causes the destruction of an already
fertilized egg,- which seems like an
abortion to me. It looks as though there’s
only one “choice” as to how articles at
the Journal are slanted.
-James Kabala ’02 r
Lemon Sorbet

Ray Cafe is guilty of
false advertising. Last year’s lemon
sorbet was really excellent, probably the
one thing truly worth getting excited
about in Ray Cafe, and definitely the
cafeteria’s best-kept secret. This year,
some students were shocked and
dismayed to discover on returning that the
wonderful sorbet has been replaced with
an artificially colored and flavored, coyly
sweet sherbet that can hardly compare to

This past
Sunday, Indiana University President
Myles Brand made the decision to fire
legendary coach Bobby Knight. While
the media has focused on Knight’s offcourt temperament, nobody has really
focused on what endears Knight to the
general public— he’s a throwback to
another kinder, gentler era. He prides
himself on instilling a sense of loyalty
and work ethic in his players and, more
importantly, making sure that they
graduate. Granted, he is rough around
the edges, but oftentimes, people who do
not kowtow to authority make the best
leaders. As word of Knight’s firing
filtered out around the idyllic
Bloomington campus, students began to
congregate outside President Brand’s
house to protest. Knight, in perhaps his
final public appearance at Indiana
University, went out to calm the crowd
down, assuring them that the latest
chapter in the Knight saga is not over.
-Ryan McLeod ’01

The Real Slim Shady Al Gore has said
that he is determined to use the
presidency to combat the amount of
violence portrayed in movies and video
games and suggested he would start with
the lyrics of “artists” such as Eminem.
Maybe Gore is the real slim shady after
all. Al has the personality of driftwood,
and when he talks he reminds me of
Principal Skinner from The Simpsons, so
do we really want him to regulate what
is on the tube and silver screen? I’ll be
damned if they take away the checking
in my NHL 2001 game because some
nine year old kid from Yakima,
Washington high sticks his opponent in
a junior league hockey game. Here’s
what to do. Buy junior McSorley the
Pokemon game and pass a law to rate
video games like that annoying “TV14”
that we see on FOX during 90210. And
parents, how big does the advisory label
have to be before you look up the
definition of advisory and do something?!
-Kevin McPhee ’01
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Letter to
the Editor
Off-campus alert
There has been a lot of anger and
confusion surrounding the police
presence in the PC neighborhood last
weekend. While out having fun with
many of you on Friday and Saturday
nights, I witnessed people being cited
and arrested for seemingly trivial
offenses. The number of police on
patrol was extensive, which was
evident in the number of people who
were fined on these two nights. To
give everyone a head’s up for this
weekend, here are a few things that
the police may cite and arrest you for:
-Walking around with an empty cup
that smells of alcohol
-Holding open containers on lawns
and porches which face the street
-Tossing a cup aside when
approached by police is considered
littering
-Underage drinking at a party
-Serving to minors
These are just a few of the things to
be aware of this weekend. I hope this
helps.
Pat Bench
51s1 Student Congress President

Welcome back!
The Cowl would like to take this
opportunity to welcome everyone
back to campus, especially the class
of 2004. We encourage you to
involve yourselves in the PC
community. The Cowl, for example,
is hiring writers and photographers
(see hiring ad, page 16). There are
numerous other opportunities to join
the clubs and organizations which
are attracting new members right
now (see Clubs and Orgs, pages 2223).
As PC’s only student run newspa
per, we strive to create awareness
among students and the greater
Providence College community. We
will try our best to bring our readers
truthful and accurate news articles,
insightful commentary, creative
prose and poetry, and reviews of the
hottest new restaurants, movies,
music, and more.
The Cowl serves as a voice for
the PC campus and community. We
would like to invite you, our readers,
to write letters to the editor about all
the issues, both big and small, that
concern you.
We would also like to ask that
you follow our submission guide
lines for announcements to the
Clubs and Orgs page and take note
of our new letters to the editor
policy, both outlined below.
Thank you for your continued
support. Best wishes for the 20002001 academic year.
Caylen Macera ’01
Editor-in-Chief
Joe Creamer’01
Assoc. Editor-in-Chief
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Liquor policy
lacks logic

by

Erin Simmeth ’03

Commentary Staff

Had a few too many? If an RA runs
into you this year, he or she may be
forced to write you up and the
consequences are markedly nastier. A
$100 fine and possible disciplinary
probation sound pretty scary, but what
does this really mean, and will the strict
punishment have a positive effect on our
campus?
The implementation of increased
fines is understandable as a means of
discouraging underage students from
getting drunk on campus and causing
trouble for themselves and others.
Underage drinking is illegal, and
everyone understands that disobedience
equals fines, just like parking tickets.
However, the optional second part of that
first violation is disciplinary probation.
According to our Student Handbook, a
student who receives disciplinary
probation
is prohibited from

Although the
college has the right
and even the
responsibility to curb
this behavior, it is
increasing the
chance that a
student will face
personal danger or
injury as a result of
intoxication.
participating in major student
organizations, such as Student Congress,
Board of Programmers, The Cowl,
WDOM, and the Friar’s Club. Varsity
athletes will be forbidden to practice or
play on a varsity athletic team for the
duration of the probation.
It is completely reasonable that the
college would want to dissuade its under21 students from drinking on campus.
In fact, it would be inconceivable for the
college to encourage drunkenness and
under-age drinking by ignoring the
omnipresent problem of alcohol on
campus. Not only could drinking result
in harm and injury to the drinker or
anyone he or she encounters, but more
importantly it is in violation of state law
for minors to be in possession of or under
the influence of alcohol. (Even though
it seems like our own little world, PC is
in fact a part of the State of Rhode Island
and is currently governed by state and
federal laws.)
The Handbook states that alcohol can
impact the “mission, goals, and
atmosphere of Providence College.” I
would have to strongly agree that alcohol
does impact the atmosphere around here.
This is especially noted on the quad or
outside Guzman Hall at about 1 or 2 a.m.
when the barflies come crawling home
at various decibel levels and the Eaton
Street homeowners have finally evicted
their evening guests.
The new policy was toughened up in
hopes of discouraging underage students
from engaging in risky behaviors on
campus, and perhaps its scary
consequences have succeeded in keeping
some young students from getting drunk

when they shouldn’t be. However,
judging from the number of write-ups
there have been in the first week of
school, a hefty fine and the threat of
probation don’t exactly have students
quaking in their boots. In fact, it seems
as if a handful of PC people are currently
drowning this new sorrow, or maybe just
rebelling like classic coeds. One thing
the drinkers are doing, however, is
speaking out, and the voice is generally
clear: the new policy is extremely
reactionary and punitive.
The threat of eventual suspension
after the third violation seems
particularly excessive, since this would
result in a student missing an entire
semester of classes simply for making a
poor decision on campus. This draws a
hard line in the
sand for repeat
offenders
who
make
themselves a
nuisance to
Residence
Life. However,
threat
of
suspension
also opens up a
world
of
heartache for
those students
who try not to
get into trouble
but might find
themselves
staring into it
in the form of
overzealous
disciplinarians
looking for
someone to
roast.
If off campus
is the answer
for
these
students,
then
the
responsibility
may be lifted
A favorite PC
off Residence
Life’s collective shoulders. In this case
the responsibility would fall directly onto
those of the students who choose to risk
becoming intoxicated in a less secure
place than the relative safety of a dorm
room, where help for either sickness or
even assault are only a few rooms away.
Those underage students who choose
to drink may be choosing something
unsafe, illegal, or even immoral, but they
are making a personal lifestyle decision.
Although the college has the right, and
even the responsibility to attempt to curb
this kind of behavior, the implementation
of such a severely punitive policy sends
the negative message to all students,
regardless if they choose to drink: that
the administration is watching them and
waiting for them to make the mistakes
which will end their welcome at this
school.
By pushing students who choose to
drink off campus, the college is actually
increasing the chance that a student will
face personal danger or injury as a result
of their intoxication. If the school’s real
intent was to protect the well-being of
its students and not just the “PC”
appearance of an alcohol-free campus,
it might reconsider the severity and true
implications of such a disciplinary
policy.
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Last call far late
night
by

Kevin McPhee ’01

Commentary Staff

Just when you thought our nightlife
couldn’t be further choked by the iron
grip of Providence law enforcement and
our own new alcohol policy, the long arm
of the law is tightening its stranglehold
on our remaining options for late night
festivities. On September 6, Providence
City Council’s Ordinance Committee
held a hearing to discuss a proposal that
would force bars downtown to close
doors an hour earlier than the current 2
a.m. closing time.
According to some of the city’s
restaurant owners and citizens, young
people come pouring out of the
nightclubs exhibiting violent and unruly
behavior, and
discouraging
others from
enjoying the
city’s other
venues such as
Trinity Rep
performances
and shows at
the Providence
Performing
Arts Center.
Apparently,
these
disgruntled
citizens feel
that by forcing
the
rowdy
patrons to exit
the bars an
hour earlier,
there will be
less exhibi
tions of unruly
behavior and
fewer
incidents of
violence. This
is idiotic. In
fact, I haven’t
found any
thing to be this
establishment
ridiculous
since David Caruso announced he was
leaving NYPD Blue to be a movie star.
Yeah, and we all know where that wentdown in history with other famous
failures like Jimmy Carter and the
McRib sandwich. I believe this potential
ordinance could be added to the list of
backfiring blunders.
The proposed earlier closing time for
downtown Providence bars would be a
crushing blow to the city for a few
reasons. First of all, it would eliminate
a lively nightlife that is essential to keep
the city’s heartbeat above rigor mortis.
Also, the city needs to be able to compete
with others to attract visitors and more
businesses. Thirdly, forcing quasidrunken twenty-somethings out of the
bars and into the streets of downtown
Providence earlier won’t put citizens at
any greater ease or lighten the workload
for the supposedly “demoralized” police
force.
Well, what are we to do? Our new
alcohol policy is cracking down on the
issue of drinking on campus in a pseudo
Eliot Ness fashion, while the Providence
Police are flooding the Eaton Street area
as if it were the streets of L.A. after the
Lakers’ won the NBA championship.
Oh, and let us not forget the Starsky and
Hutch duo that were covertly stationed

undercover at local latenight munchies
pit stops. Cops stationed undercover at
fast food shops— how convenient.
This new proposal to close downtown
bars an hour earlier is like salt in the
wound of our ailing late night social life.
Jam packed, sweat inducing speakeasies
like Louie’s and Club Eagles leave
underclassmen with the lurking fear of
raids by Barney Fife and the gang from
the local precinct. Meanwhile, while
attempting to walk the streets off campus
in search of a good kegger with that all

Let us not forget
the Starsky and
Hutch duo that
were covertly
stationed
undercover at
local latenight
munchies pit
stops.
too suspect red cup puts you in the
paddy wagon’s crosshairs as if you were
the second gunman on the grassy knoll.
And now they want to close up the
downtown bars earlier. Where are we
to go now? College students are going
to drink, its an inevitable occurrence, and
despite the recent efforts to crack down
on the amount of drinking, to entrap us
in this ever squeezing vice of sobriety is
not going to be a successful solution.
The downtown bars are the light at the
end of the tunnel for those of us who
have reached the benchmark of twenty
one years old, and are seeking reprieve
from the watered-down beers and
hackneyed jukebox selections of the
local dives. Now they are trying to snuff
that out. Not fair. Now where are we
suppose to go and drown our sorrows
after we lose to Central Connecticut
State in basketball, because nothing
seems to smother the pain of losing than
going to a fine establishment that doesn’t
serve beer in a can! No offense
Elmhurst, but canned Rolling Rock
soothes the stressed out students’
stomachs about as much as drinking a
protein shake made of Drano and a
zagnut bar.
All I want to know is if we cannot
party on campus, and the bars get raided,
and we have to worry about Ponch and
John collaring us for open containers (try
fighting some real crimes, ok? It’s called
Chad Brown. Look into it.) Where are
we supposed to go? Closing downtown
bars an hour earlier may not effect a large
portion of the PC community, but the city
of Providence itself is at stake because,
lets face it, if the nightlife gets worse than
Hartford’s (I miss you Whalers),
Providence will be the laughing stock of
the east coast. I know I would hate to
see that happen, and I’m sure Mayor
Buddy would, too. That is, unless he
plans to add a lager to the list of foods
that bear his name in order to make
amends for sobering Providence citizens
searching for a way to blow off steam as
they are about to venture into the worst
twelve step program around, the
suburbanization of Providence.
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Commentary

Go back to your
cruise ship!
by

Dave Holman ’03

Commentary Editor

Steinbeck would have found all of
this so interesting. In Travels With
Charley he sets out to emerge from his
glass bubble and experience the country
once again. He observes American
civilization with all its haste and
changes, along with some great bits of
promise which assure him that the
America he loves is still out there.
I spent my summer at Glacier
National Park giving boat tours. It was
far more than I expected in many ways,
and the most notable of my experiences
was my keen daily observation of one
of the most common species in Glacier.
That creature is known scientifically as
the homo sapien, locally, as the tourist,
or even to some,“touron.”
Steinbeck never came away with any
concrete philosophy, and neither did I.
After the summer, I only have more
questions and a few more hopes. The
most basic thing I found is that people
on vacation seem to leave their common
sense behind. What puzzles and worries
me most is the question of where they

My summer office on St. Mary Lake
left it.
“Tourons” receive that
appellation for their complete inability
to comprehend very simple things. By
no means should this statement be
misconstrued as calling these people
stupid. I’m sure that in the real world
many of them are or have been
professionals, but some folks just leave
you wondering how they made jt this far.
I do not think tourons constitute a cross
section of the population, but it makes
you wonder nonetheless.
Another quality I have come across
amongst my passengers is some
preoccupation with size. For example,
we have two boats. One is new and
large, but we always use the smaller,
historical one. I have seen grown men
and women act like eight-year-old boys
in their partiality towards “the bigger
boat” that borders on indignation, no
matter what the weather. Again, this is
not everyone. I do, however, find the

abundance of such an attitude surprising
and, at times, frustrating.
This obsession is not limited to
boating. I found that most tourists cannot
carry old camcorders or just point and
shoot cameras. No, their brief and
unattached experience must be through
the best, newest, and most numerous
equipment. With these cameras, digital
cameras and camcorders, (many do have
all three) they will merely examine the
park like children flipping through a
book only for the pictures. One good
hike (quite accessible to them) would be
far more memorable and enjoyable than
the hours they might spend on their
couches watching the video. I wonder
what they say or think at such viewings,
because it’s certainly not, “Wow, look at
what I experienced or did,” but rather,
“So this is what I rushed through!”
This illustrates their biggest
conundrum. Tourons, almost by
definition, do not know how to vacate
their busy world or be on vacation. I
alone must receive almost a dozen calls
each day from nervous visitors who find
it quite difficult to believe that we are
too laid back to accept reservations. The
spontaneity of a real, non-cruise ship
vacation scares them into the slavery of
their itineraries. One cannot exactly fault
them for such a state. Life in the real
world is increasingly herding people
from one point to the next in a slipshod,
impersonal manner. People are startled
and suspect something when I ask them
how they are. Are friendly people that
uncommon where they come from?
I just hope these people are not
representative ofAmerica. Steinbeck did
not think the national parks were a good
representation: “.. .We enclose the freaks
of our nation and of civilization.
Yellowstone National Park is no more
representative of America than
Disneyland.” Maybe there are two sorts
of people who visit our national parks or
places like them: those who are there to
truly experience and enjoy themselves
for a prolonged amount of time, and
those who simply wish to view a freakish
spectacle and drive on. I know there are
both types because for each family I meet
spending a week around the park, there
is a family drooling for flashy stimulation
that asks, “What else is there to do around
here?” Maybe we’re so used to the
unnatural pace and control of the real
world that nature is just that foreign to
us. I pray not. It has so much to offer,
and it demonstrates the value of quality
over quantity and our true place in the
old scheme of things.
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There was a rabbi,
a priest, and a politician...
by James Kabala

’02

Commentary Staff

It is often said that politics and
religion are two of the three subjects one
should never bring up in conversation,
presumably for fear of giving offense or
starting a quarrel. A more important
question, though, is whether politics and
religion should ever be discussed in the
same breath. The issue that brings this
to the fore is Joseph Lieberman’s
repeated invocations of God and Jewish
Scripture on the stump and the criticism
of this by Abraham Foxman, head of the
Anti-Defamation League.
Is there a media double standard
under which Republicans are criticized
for using religion in their campaigns
while Democrats are not? Prior to
Foxman’s remarks, few had criticized
Lieberman for his use of religion in the
campaign. In contrast, George W. Bush
was widely criticized for his declaration
that Christ was his favorite political
philosopher; some protested against his
proclamation that an apparently random
day in June was “Jesus Day” in Texas.
Democrats regularly campaign in
African-American churches without
being criticized. While many in the
media have an apoplectic fit whenever a
Catholic prelate shows the slightest sign
of political bias, few have commented
on perhaps the most remarkable fact
about Al Gore’s notorious Buddhist
temple fundraiser - it was held at a
Buddhist temple.
This is only a side issue, however,
albeit one intimately connected to the
main issue. (Are the media biased
against right-wing Republicans? Of
course.) The main issue is whether
religion should play any part in public
life. Many people seem convinced that
the answer is no. Indeed the influence
of religion in politics is often spoken of
in tones usually reserved for things
sinister and fearful. Should this be so?
It is true that sometimes politicians
pander to the religious vote. (Sorry, Mr.
Bush, but “Jesus Day” probably falls
under this heading.) Nonetheless, the
fact of the matter is that politics are
irrevocably linked up with morality and
morality is intimately bound up with
religion. The politician has to deal with
all sorts of moral issues. Should abortion
be legal? What about the death penalty?
When it comes to welfare, which should
take precedence - generosity (in the form
of good benefits) or the work ethic'(in
the form of withholding benefits unless
the recipient gets a job)? The answers

to these questions must come out in
each person’s moral beliefs, and,
whether the pundits like it or not, a lot
of people base their moral beliefs on
their religious beliefs.
The idea in fashionable circles that
a person’s religion should be shut up in
the proverbial box in the comer of his
mind and should never influence the
rest of his actions is nonsense. Why
even have religion at all if you’re not
free to really explore it? As for those
who speak darkly of imposing your
morality on others, they would do well
to remember that a religious leader who
successfully imposed his views on
others was Reverend Martin Luther
King. His convictions were based in

Joe Lieberman at services in Miami
Beach last Saturday
religion, and he sprinkled his speeches
with as many Biblical allusions as
Lieberman. (And he didn’t say anything
ludicrous either, unlike Lieberman, who
actually had the chutzpah to compare
Clinton and Gore to Moses.) Would
anyone dare criticize King’s actions?
Mr. Foxman made a very scary
statement on CNN in an interview
amplifying his remarks. He said
something like “There is no universal
standard of right or wrong. Neither
people like Lieberman nor the Christian
right should act as though their way is
the only way.” God help us if Foxman
is right. (Assuming that there would
be room for God in such a system,
which there probably would not be.) If
there is no universal standard of right
and wrong, we might as well do
whatever we please. Surely the head
of the Anti-Defamation League should
know better than anyone else what
happens when people start to form their
own subjective morality. Lieberman,
Jesse Jackson, Jerry Falwell, and a
Catholic bishop may each disagree on
what the universal law actually is, but
all should try to work within what they
believe, not just throw up their hands
and declare that anything goes.

Those crazy kids and their MTV
by

Pat Slattery ’03

Commentary Staff

In the wake of last weeks MTV Video
Music Awards, I found myself pondering
an interesting question. Why the heck do
people watch music videos, and what do
we need them for anyway? It’s a waste
of time and a way to be incredibly lazy.
How could you spend your afternoon
watching some dude announce ten
videos in which you’re really not that big
a fan of the songs?
In last week’s VMA’s, Tim
Commerford, bassist for Rage Against
the Machine, decided to show the world
what he thought of some of the recent
winners and presentations of the show.
He climbed up a tall stage prop on the
stage and yelled “This is Bull
(expletive)” while D’Angelo and
Jennifer Lopez were presenting the best
rock video award to Limp Bizkit.
Obviously he does not like to waste his
time watching videos of bubble gum
pop.
I, of course, have watched many
music videos in my day, including
bubble gum pop and have trouble
answering why I actually waste my time

Justin Timberlake at the VMAs
watching the videos. The videos have no
real point to them and are a lip synching
dance party. The dances done also raise
some questions because they are
mechanically over-choreographed. Why
do we watch all these people dancing
these somewhat ridiculous dances? You
don’t even see something like that ten
minutes before Clubbies closes. Give me

a break.
As I began to look deeper into why I,
like many other males around my age,
watch music videos and shows like
MTV’s Total Request Live and VH-l’s
Top Ten Countdown, I concluded with
two words: Britney Spears. You know
it’s true, guys. Randall Ingham, a
sophomore, claims, “Why not watch?
It’s a beautiful girl using her talent to
the fullest.”
There has to be another reason why
people watch. Britney Spears and
Jennifer Lopez and in the girls’ case,
Justin Timberlake and Nick Lachey
cannot be in every single video. It has to
be chalked up to pure laziness. I mean,
does the mind actually function at all
during the viewing of the #4 video on
Carson Daly’s TRL? Whatever
happened to kids building forts and
having secret societies? Now, all the
youngsters do is wait forN’Sync videos
to come on. It’s not at all like the shows
such as Sesame Street, Mr. Rogers, or
Conjunction Junction that actually taught
you something.
So, what should be done about the
daunting issue of the music video? First
of all, video networks such as MTV, VH-

1, and BET could move their video
shows to prime time so kids would
actually get some fresh air after school.
The backyard football games that ended
right before dinner could make a
resurgence. Moving the show to prime
time would also enable parents to view
what their kids are watching alongside
them. I know that if parents saw some
of the videos they might feel differently
about their kids’ choice of after-school
TV. The second idea is. to eliminate
music videos all together and just put
Conjunction Junction into their time
slots, since it was a great show.
So what’s to make of all this music
video madness? Back when MTV was
first starting, my uncle was offered
shares in this new company that played
music videos on TV. My uncle dismissed
the idea and wondered why anyone
would ever watch a music video. It is
really hard to argue with his decision.
But it is also hard to argue the popularity
of music videos especially when we
cannot explain how they got so popular.
I have a plan of my own. I have already
started the elimination of music videos
from my life. I guess I can now expect a
4.0 in my near future.
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All seniors and juniors are invited!
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME

Thursday

SEPTEMBER
21
RECRUITERS
2000
RECEPTION

Get prepared!

SEPT. 20, 2000
WEDNESDAY

WORKSHOP

HOW TO HANDLE
YOURSELF

AT THE RECRUITERS
RECEPTION

’64 Hall... 5:30 to 8 PM
Meet and give yourself an edge with employers who
recruit on campus and like to hire motivated PC seniors
and juniors. Many hire from all majors,
some hire from specific majors.
Sandwiches, other food,

soft drinks and water will be served!
Business formal dress

or business

casual dress.

This will be a relaxed, friendly event
designed to help you get the information you need to
make a decision that is right for you!
A list of employers attending is available in
e-friars and at the Career Office,

Learn some of the simple things that
make a positive impression, and
some of the important things as well.
Use our feedback from the
employers to learn what they found
positive or negative in how students
handled themselves in past
receptions. You will also learn the
easy “how-to’s” and the kinds of
questions that make a positive
impression on employers at this
reception or at any career fair on or
off campus. Every thing in this brief
workshop also applies to the Alumni
Career Nights held over Christmas
break.

LOCATION, TIME:
3:30 PM
or 6:30 PM,

Slavin ‘64 Hall

FROM THE PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
CAREER SERVICE FOR SENIORS

Arts & Entertainment
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Taste
of the
Town
by Sarah

Wade ’01

A&E Staff

Take-out:
Wings-to-Go
272 Thayer Street, #454-0511
Just by its name, you could probably
deduce that Wings to Go doesn’t pull
in local crowds for its sit-down
atmosphere. Of course, they’re
advertising not their white-walled,
quick-in-quick-out building, but what’s
created there...hot wings. Sounds like
no big deal, but I’m talking about more
than just a bird part—this snack (or
meal if you like) is turning into an
American phenomenon.
Situated in one of the more hidden,
downstairs locations on Thayer Street,
Wings to Go is not in a “here 1 am”
spot. But not to worry—news of
Wings to Go travels faster than you can
say “holy-hot sauce fumes!”
Once you’ve arrived, options
abound, so hone your decision-making
skills before you get there. After you
decide how many wings to order (you
can get 200 pieces for the nice price of
$75), you need to choose what kind of
sauce you want: ranch, bleu cheese
dressing (served with a side of celery
sticks to subside the raging internal
fire), and a few other options. For the
bold connoisseur, they’ve also got
wings doused in a “suicide” sauce. Or
go for the hottest, the “homicide”—as
long as you don’t have any hostile
tendencies. There are also milder
versions and myriad other sauce
flavors. You can even stray from wings
and get other specialties, such as
tenders or sandwiches.
Whatever your choice, there’ll be
no denying that this is justifiably one
of the area’s “hot” spots.
Atmosphere Rating: ★ 1/2

Food Rating: ★★★

Sit Down:
Caffe Dolce Vita
59 Depasquale Plaza, #331-8240
Sleek. Chic. Delectable. Heavenly.
These words describe both the
atmosphere and edibles at Caffe Dolce
Vita, an Italian style cafe that allows
visitors to live the sweet life, if only
for an hour or two.
Nestled in the center of Federal Hill,
Caffe Dolce stands among the finest
local cafes in providing a real taste of
a culture so often diluted by American
influence.
Dim lighting and low-volume
romantic Italian melodies set the mood
for an indulgent evening of dessert
liquors,
lightsandwiches
and
appetizers, specialty coffees, or
desserts. An inviting patio area spreads
out onto the cobblestone street, giving
patrons a taste of what classic European
sidewalk cafes are like. Once seated,
perusing the menu might evoke some
oohs and aahs, but this is only a
precursor to what’s ahead. Imagine
tasting the “mudslide” pie: fluffy
chocolate mousse layered with a dense
chocolate ganache, between a layer of
chocolate cookie crumbs and fresh
whipped cream, laced with a dribble of
sweet raspberry sauce. With that,
dream of a mug of vanilla steamed
milk, as delicate and heavenly as a
melted cloud dripped into your cup.
Try an evening at Caffe Dolce Vita—the experience will leave visions of
sugarplums dancing in your heads.
Atmosphere Rating: ★★★1/2
Food Rating: ★★★l/2
All ratings on a scale of 1-4 stars
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Back Catalogue: “pi eyed”
by

Mark Balas ’03

A&E Staff
With the fall movie season fast
approaching and studios readying their
film fest purchases to the public, the mid90s post-Tarentino/Kevin Smith group
of underground filmmakers are being
prepped to become major studio
commodities.
Darren Amofsky has been receiving
much attention of late because of his
upcoming, unrated feature Requiem for
a Dream, a drama about addiction to
anything from drugs to game shows. A
high-profile cast including Marlon
Wayans, Jennifer Connely, and Jared
Leto stars in this controversial drama that
is based on Hubert Selby’s novel.
Arnofsky’s first feature, the blackand-white pi, shot in 1996 for just
thousands of dollars, combines elements
of theoretical geometry and Jewish
mysticism into a dramatic, schizphrenic,
science-fiction thriller. The film received
a good buzz after winning the Director’s
Prize at the 1997 Sundance Film
Festival, and got picked up by Artisan
Entertainment (home of the Blair Witch
Project), for release. Some art houses
showed the film, but a loud Hollywood
buzz does not guarantee blockbuster
status. pi was quickly lauded, but just as
quickly forgotten.
Pi is a hard sell. Films about math and
the Kabbalah do not do well at the box
office, but the premise of a young
mathematician that may hold the pattern
to the universe propelled the few that saw
it to campaign for their friends and their
friends’ friends to see it. But this was
before the Blair Witch phenomenon, and
internet support was would become, and
media coverage (Blair Witch had the SciFi Channel on its side) was nil.
The film centers around a young
mathematician, Max Cohen (Sean
Gullette), and his theory that all in

nature — every
organism,
every
system, every single
thing in the uni
verse—can be broken
down into a pattern of
numbers, including
things like the New
York Stock Exchange
and the Pentateuch.
When word of Max’s
work gets to Marcy
Dawson
(Pamela
Hark), a securities
company
repre
sentative, and Lenny
Meyer (Ben Shenkman), a Hasidic Jew
evangelist, they try to
use Max for their own
causes. Trying to
simultaneously avoid
these
two
and
decipher the code,
Max pushes himself
into physical and
mental exhaution. His
paranoia grows as his
computer prduces a
seemingly random
stream of digits that
may hold the key to
the Underlying Order,
and Marcy’s company
(literally) begins to I hate when there’s that one piece left over: Max Cohen
(Sean Gullette) looking for a piece of pi.
hunt for Max.
The plot is a stretch, but Amofsky Jonas Akerlund and Jake Scott.
brings the viewer inside Max’s head, Amofsky never loses sight of pace, even
which makes the film easy to follow and in the screenplay’s moments where the
takes hold of the audience for the full 85 characters actually (gasp) talk to each
minute running time. The gritty other in longer scenes — Pi is a film that,
(sometimes grizzly) visuals, in much like the universe, is always in
Amofsky’s newspaper-photograph black motion.
Darren Amofsky makes exciting use
and white, are taken by cameras in
impossible places, giving the film an of abstract symbolism in Max’s
unmatched visual style that never headache and subway scenes that bring
borrows, but instead perfects, the styles to light the war between chaos and order
of jump-cut happy music video directors
“pi eyed,” page 15

Urban Slum
ELEMENTZ Village
off.. .unless you count
Portland selecting
Sam Bowie with the
2nd pick but that’s
another fairy tale.
With the resurrection
of Fantastic Vol. 2,
Slum Village offers a
colorful journey of
beats,
wit,
and
straight-up
head
nodding.
At first listen, FV2
has a very familiar
sound. I immediately
felt myself fall into a
foot-tapping trance
reminiscent of the
first time I heard A
Tribe Called Quest’s
Off the streets and into your stereo: Slum Village visits
(ATCQ) Midnight
their Detriot roots on a Fantastic voyage.
Marauders. That was
the first thing 1 experienced about the
by Pete Squire ’01
album, its sound is as natural as
A&E Staff
breathing. I felt like I had heard it before.
Thank God for Goodvibe Record There is a reason for that I suppose.
ings and AtomicPop.com. Why? They Slum Village’s producer, Jay-Dee has
took a low-profile group’s LP, been the engineer behind countless
Fantastic Vol. 2, elevated it from the projects already. From Tribe albums
underworld of bootlegs, and organized Beats, Rhymes, & Life and Love
it into a musical masterpiece. Slum Movement to the Pharcyde’s classic
Running. D’Angelo’s Brown Sugar,
Common’s Like Water For Chocolate,
Slum Village
all the way into songs for both Janet and
Fantastic Vol. 2
Michael Jackson, Jay-Dee’s sound has
Goodvibe Recordings
already been one that we’ve grown and
Village, the Detroit raised trio of matured with. Hence, the comforting
Baatin, T-3, and Jay-Dee is now and familiarity of Fantastic Vol. 2. But that
forever sewn into a musical is where the comparisons between ATCQ
renaissance. Not since the Chicago and the Village end, because Slum
Bulls selected a skinny brother from Village’s Fantastic Vol. 2 is as innovative
North Carolina with their 3rd pick in as a DMX song isn’t.
The album has several personalities.
the ’ 84 draft has such an inconspicuous
move of genius proportions been pulled Whether one is thinking, working, or

“being relational” with that special
someone, FV2 is sure to deliver. Slum
Village immediately introduces the
listener to their throwback, yet fresh style
with / Don’t Know featuring DJ Jazzy
Jeff. The “Motownesque” measure
touched with the early ’90s sampling
style makes it seem like the Village and
James Brown are alternating lines.
In addition to the incredible beats
and production, Slum Village entertains
throughout the album with their wit and
senses of humor. The three address
problems in hip hop while making fun
of the bragging, I-drive-a-Benz-andstole-your-girl attitude of many hip hop
personalities. In Hold Tight, featured
guest Q-Tip declares, “I’m out now/this
is the last time to cheer me/n—-s in the
game is gettin’ to slimy/liable to make
this peace brother turn grimy...” In
Raise It Up, Jay-Dee ridicules die icedout, playa-in-a-phat-whip emcee: “You
ain’t never seen me balling out at the bar
right? I don’t rock my ice and bounce
foreign cars/And my Rover ain’t the
hottest Rover you ever seen...” and my
favorite, “I ain’t never popped Cris’/This
Rollie just don’t look right sitting on my
wrist huh?” It’s funny because he
appears to be playing himself out. I
haven’t heard that since Mister Cee
played out Big Daddy Kane on his own
album in DJ's Get No Credit back in ’95.
Maintaining that straight-to-classic
sound, Untitled/Fantastic, Get Dis
Money, and Go Ladies round the album
out as you journey through it. Go
Ladies is a truly individual SV track
where Jay-Dee puts down his patented
stutter delivery style. But one of the
most entertaining facets’of the album
is Baatin’s humorous narration. His

Slum Village, page 12
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music
notes
Everclear
Songs from an American Movie
Vol. 1: Learning How to Smile
Capitol
Apparently, this established trio has
chosen to neglect their raw electric
sound in order to broaden their musical
horizons. Any popular musician could
empathize, I’m sure. Who wants to be
pigeon-holed into producing track
after identical track? As a fan however,
my advice for them is this: Stick to
what you know.
Produced by Art Alexakis, the King
of Bad Childhoods, the album boasts
strings, horns, a remake butchering
“Brown-Eyed Girl,” and an absurd,
irrelevant title. On the other end of the
spectrum, several of the tracks reveal
a blue grass influence. Bad news for
amateur guitarists; no more threechord anthems to imitate effortlessly.
— Matt Duchnowski ’01

Lara Fabian
Lara Fabian
Sony Music

One of the world’s biggest fears is
a reality: human cloning has occurred.
Lara Fabian = Celine Dion. That in
itself is scary enough.
But are their albums similar? There
are no duets with Peabo Bryson or
over-the-top Meat Loaf-esque songs.'
You're saying, “Then why would I
want to buy it, if it has no Loaf-like
tunes?” Fabian lets her album be en
hanced by voices other than her own,
as on “Yeliel (My Angel),” which
sounds similar to the earlier work of
Sarah McLachlan. There’s heavy re
liance on the piano, but the voices are
the focus. “I Will Love Again” is sim
ply a showcase for Fabian’s strong
voice. The strong techno-beat should
make it a dance club favorite, and
that’s what I was expecting from the
entire album.
The attempts at pop music fall flat,
as with “Till I Get Over You.” The
beat is hokey and slowly-paced. But
maybe that’s Canadian pop music. It
has to be slowed down since our neigh
bors up north are so cold that they can’t
dance quite as fast, due to the frostbit
ten limbs and all.
You shouldn’t buy the album. More
importantly, this is a public service
announcement. The Canadian govern
ment couldn’t stand having its most
well-known export out of commission,
so it introduced Lara Fabian. You can
either head for the hills or to your near
est record store.
— Julia Kenny '01

The Heat leaves you cold
by Julia

Kenny ’01

Asst. A&E Editor

For anyone who doubts the scope
and influence of this, our modest college
newspaper, I give you proof that it wields
the most unimaginable impact on
society. Why, this very Arts &
Entertainment section is eagerly
snatched up every week by those holding
the power in the entertainment industry.
Where’s the proof, you ask? For those
of you who were at PC last year, one of
my final articles was a review of the CD
Can’t Take Me Home by hip-hop pop
artist Pink. Produced by Kenneth
“Babyface” Edmunds of LaFace

Toni Braxton

The Heat
LaFace Records
Records, it relied heavily on
comparisons to Toni Braxton. It also
begged the question of exactly what rock
Toni has been hiding under these last two
or three years. Lo and behold, what
record was released this summer? Toni
Braxton’s The Heat. Need I say more?
Unfortunately, in the rush to get this
record out to the public because of their
obvious curiosity about Braxton’s
whereabouts, the issue of “quality”
seems to have been overlooked. The
guest spots of other artists do not
enhance the songs. No song stands out
as the “signature” track on the album.
And just about every song is guaranteed
to put you to sleep. Saddest of all is the
deterioration of Braxton’s voice.
Braxton recently played the role of
Belle in the stage production of Disney’s
Beauty and the Beast. (How sad that
everything nowadays, even a timeless
“children’s fairy tale, must be
commercialized by tacking a corporate
name at the beginning. But that is a
matter for Commentary to pursue, not
me). One thing she had to learn for the
role was to enunciate and project her
voice to be more suitable for the stage.
This, of course, meant that when she
arrived in the studio to record The Heat,
she had to work hard to recapture the
deep, throaty yet breathy, distinctively
Toni Braxton sound.
And she
overcompensated. On her last album,
Secrets, the songs were varied enough
and showcased Braxton’s uniquely rich
and adaptable voice. The Heat doesn’t
give her this chance. She seems to be
mumbling almost every song, as if, in
an effort to finish each song on a
deadline, she didn’t have time to learn it
all. As a result, the music oftentimes
overshadows her voice.
“Just Be a Man About It” features
verses by Dr. Dre, who speaks as if
leaving a message on his lady’s
answering machine to tell her “I mean, I
know things are different/But you know/
It’s not you, it’s me, you know/I mean
basically, I just think/I’m gonna need
some space.” I mean, let’s be a little
more creative, you know? The song’s
repetition is its downfall. “Gimme

Slum Village
-Continued from page 11droll perceptions on girls and relations
in CB4, Climax, and 2U4U among other
songs add an element of buoyancy to a
subject matter, mainly sex, which often
gets misconstrued and abused in hip
hop. Not to fear ladies however
because Tell Me with D’Angelo and
Fall In Love are the backrub-giving
jams that put the “in” in intimacy. My
one criticism is that there is no way a
voice and personality such as
D’Angelo’s should be relegated to
singing a hook, he’s too exceptional.
Okay, back to the Village...All three
members have a unique viewpoint on
relations that will leave both the ladies
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and the fellas laughing.
All in all, with Jay-Dee’s flawless
production (which deserves its own article,
make that its own book) and the humor of
the three native Detroit emcees, who I think
are funnier than another famous Detroitian,
Eminem, Slum Village certainly makes “the
music sound marvelous-us!” With the
foundation that Jay-Dee lays down and the
witty call-and-response delivery of the
Village, Fantastic Vol. 2 is definitely a classic
as far as I am concerned. The only analogy
I have for its listening experience is if you
move to Mars but still feel right at home;
the album is original and new but still renders
that warm feeling inside. “Cop that!”

Just a pretty face?’. With her latest release The Heat, it seems that Toni
Braxton’s becoming a lot easier on the eyes than on the ears.
Some” picks up the pace somewhat,
though the beat is jerky and awkward.
Lots of “oohs” and“yeahs” on Braxton’s
part make Lisa Lopes’ rap solo almost
welcome.
Lately, it seems any self-respecting
artist (and those who aren’t so selfrespecting and are simply pandering to
the whims of the audience they are
playing to) must include at least one
Latin-flavored song on their new album.
I am not saying there is anything wrong
with Latin music. I am merely
suggesting that it be left to the artists and
producers who are able to best handle it
and craft a song that’s worth listening
to. “Spanish Guitar” has the outer
wrapping of such a song, but one listen
will have you singing a different tune
(my attempt at a music pun). Braxton’s
voice lacks the powerful and passionate
quality you would associate with such a
song. The lyrics are absurd: “I wish that
I was in your arms/Like that Spanish
guitar/And you would play me/Through
the night.” The bridge features some guy
whispering Spanish and there’s some
cliche mandolin playing throughout. The
rest of it just sounds like your typical
R&B song.
The album takes a turn for the better
with “Speaking in Tongues,” which has
a nice, slow and sensual feel. It’s one of
the few songs on which Braxton seems
confident enough in her voice to show it

off a bit. But alas, it’s down from there.
“Maybe” has Braxton speaking the
words to the two verses so fast and in
such a mohotone that I can’t even keep
up with her while reading the lyrics. Her
voice is completely incoherent, despite
a few reaches into the upper octaves
towards the end. But “You’ve Been
Wrong” has a simple, easy, rolling
rhythm to it, as background vocals add
some power to Braxton’s voice, and
“Never Just For a Ring” wraps the album
on a positive note (another music pun).
The first single off of the album, “He
Wasn’t Man Enough” is the best thing
The Heat has to offer, and even that one
took a while to grow on me. Perhaps
just hearing it on the radio every halfhour simply inoculated my ears to it. But
I think it’s the best example of the
vintage Toni Braxton I was looking
forward to hearing after so long. The
catchy chorus bursts the bubble of the
rival who thinks she stole Braxton’s
man: “What are you thinking/Do you
know about us back then/Do you know
I dumped your husband.../But you
married him/Do you know I made him
leave/Do you know he begged to stay,
with me/He wasn’t man enough for
me.” You tell her, Toni. Now if you
only use those cajones to stand up to
your writers and producers next time
and demand a better product than they
gave you in The Heat.

Visit www.electrasy.org...
Their U.S. debut album features
“Morning Afterglow” - the #1 most
requested song of the year on
Providence’s WBRU.
E-mail electrasy_sampler@hotmail.com for
A free Electrasy sampler

In Here We fall in stores 9/26
Electrasy performs at The Met Cafe on 9/17
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Perfect Harmony
by Adrienne Larsen-Silva

’02

A&E Staff
Pop quiz: what do Jordan Knight and
a certain group of young men on this
campus have in common?
Fear not - the former members of the
New Kids on the Block are not students
here (Scared you there for a second
though, didn’t I?). I’m referring to
Special Guest, PC’s all-male acappella
group that has just released their second

Special Guest
A-l Top Dog
album, A-l Top Dog. Formed several
years ago, this student-run group has
become one of the biggest attractions on
campus with their entertaining and
hilarious performances. Their first CD,
Feature Presentation, failed to
disappoint their fans, as will this one, for
the guys prove themselves capable of
skillfully handling a wide variety of
songs. Ranging from Cat Stevens to
Lenny Kravitz, Special Guest’s talent
only seems to have improved over time.
Doug Ramsey ’01, the group’s
music director, notes a few of the
things that set this album apart from
their first. He remarks that the group
has made “leaps and bounds” in both
maturity and in their “tightness of
harmonies.” Doug also observed that
the members have “put a lot more
heart and soul” into this album and
that the group tried to make this one
even more energetic than their first.
There are a few differences in the

technical quality of the
album as well. They
sold so many of their
first one that they were
able to have this one
professionally recor
ded, and the use of ten
microphones
(as
compared to three on
their first album)
enables their sound to
be that much clearer.
They also spent more
time perfecting details,
such as paying extra
attention to their
percussion.
Not that their singing
needed much work. The
guys sound incredible,
harmonizing skillfully.
One of the best parts is
that you can better hear
the members who have
quieter voices, namely
Jason Davis ’03 and Eric
Clowning around for the camera: The guys from Special Guest striking a pose together last
Bosworth ’02, who have
year. The group’s new CD, A-l Top Dog, was released earlier this week.
awesome talent but are
often harder to hear
during live performances. The group’s Mix-a-Lot making cameo appearances. explanation inside. It read, “As a
strongest vocalists, Neal Ferreira ’02 and These more than make up for not being member of Special Guest, it is
Doug Ramsey ’01, fail to waiver, singing able to watch Special Guest perform, everyone’s duty to make this group their
some rather difficult pieces beautifully. which, if you’ve been to one of their ‘A-l Top Dog’ priority. The success of
this group has only been possible
Some of the album’s best songs concerts, you know is half the fun.
including “Rainbow Etude” (an AfricanIf you have not purchased A-l Top because of the dedicated members within
American spiritual), “You Can Call Me Dog, do yourself a favor and buy it. the group.” That may very well be true,
Al,” by Paul Simon, “In Your Eyes,” by While you’re at it, get the first one, and I know how hard this group works,
Peter Gabriel, and “Down Under” by Feature Presentation, too. When I but don’t forget that true talent combined
Men at Work. A series of hysterical, purchased the new one the other day, I with that dedication makes for not only
must-hear skits complete the album, with was slightly intrigued by its title. I a successful group, but a phenomenal
tunes by Kid Rock, Vanilla Ice, and Sir opened the cover and found an one.
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short Summer Flix Pix
Takes
by

Matt Duchnowski ’01

A&E Staff

Nurse Betty
by

Kevin McPhee ’01

A&E Staff

Whoa, doctor! Nurse Betty is a
refreshing change from the stale
summer movie season. It has a unique
plot, some very memorable scenes and,
to top it off, some great jokes by Chris
Rock. Nurse Betty brings the audience
into the life of subjugated housewife
Betty Sizemore (Renee Zellweger),
who is trapped in a dead-end marriage

Directed by Neil LaBute
109 minutes
Currently playing at Showcase Cinemas

with a husband who makes Jeff
Foxworthy look like a neurosurgeon.
The zany events really gather
momentum after Betty leaves for L.A.
in hopes of marrying a soap opera
doctor (Greg Kinnear’s George
McCord) she keeps hallucinating
about. So she’s not the brightest bulb
in the box, but definitely one of the
prettiest, with the lovely Rende
Zellweger turning in a great portrayal
of the naive, but beautiful Betty.
As Betty travels to L.A., some hard
luck and astonishing surprises await
her. While Betty is living in this dream
world, two hit men are chasing her for
some drugs that, unbeknownst to her,
her husband stole. Morgan Freeman
and Chris Rock turn in hilarious
performances as the Butch and
Sundance of hitmen, and Crispin
Glover even shows up as a reporter
(you probably know him better as
George McFly). “Hey Biff, get your
damn hands off....’’ Oh sorry, back to
Betty.
Nurse Betty delivers the laughs and
a happy ending, which is what this
summer movie season needed. (I’m
waiting for Austin Powers 3: To Shag
Is Not Enough). Bottom line, it’s the
best Rende Zellweger movie yet,
because it does not end with “You
complete me!” or Chris O’Donnell
getting lucky. Holy untalented actor,
Batman!

A&E NEEDS WRITERS.
We didn’t think we did.
But we do.

Aren’t we entitled to
change our minds?
We’re currently looking
EOR A GOOD MAN

OR WOMAN
CAPABLE OF REPORTING
ON-CAMPUS
ARTS EVENTS.

Camera skills are also
A PLUS.

If you have any questions—
ANY QUESTIONS AT ALL---AS LONG AS THEY’RE DECENT,

God-fearing questions—
PICK UP AN APPLICATION

at The

Cowl office,

LCOATED IN 104 A, SLAVIN CENTER.

Follow the directions,
FILL IT OUT,

AND hope for the best.

Good luck,
and Godspeed.

Well, the year’s prime movie
season has come and gone, and
the afterglow is part cine-magic
and part cine-tragic. What was
hot? What was not? Here’s the
skinny on summer movie hits and
misses.
If you were looking for laughs
during those sweltering months,
then you definitely had your
work cut out for you; few quality
comedies were released. Woody
Allen’s Small Time Crooks was
the first disappointment of the
season. The star-studded film
starts off characteristically
strong; however, like many
recent Woody flicks, Crooks
peters out within twenty minutes
of the opening credits. And
although Eddie Murphy gave a
skillful performance (okay,
several skillful performances) in
The Klumps, the movie itself
provided enough potty humor to
fill a septic tank. The sex-crazed A Fowled Escape?'. Rocky the Rhode Island Red Rooster (Mel Gibson) and his band
collegiate romp Road Trip — of Brit chicks making a run for freedom and scoring a cinematic hit in the process.
with ample laughs and sufficient
But the absolute best movie of
guilty pleasures to sustain multiple from Disney), with the apocalyptic
Summer 2000 was Chicken Run, hands
viewings — is my choice for the sequence taking the cake.
summer’s funniest flick. Though perhaps
As far as dramatic cinema is down, no contest. Not since Babe have I
earning fewer laughs, the extremely concerned, The Patriot comes in at the seen a children’s movie which also
well-done Tao ofSteve is a close second, bottom of my very short list. Although genuinely appealed to the adult audience.
edging out all others in the comedy mildly entertaining, much of the The animation itself should be enough
department with its lighthearted, true-to- dialogue was hokey and it ran an hour to lure a viewer of any age back for
life dialogue.
and a half too long. The entire movie was another look. The film also provided a
If being scared out of your skin is obviously built upon the image of Mel charming story line and a vibrant
your idea of a good time, then What Lies Gibson (um, I mean William Wallace) collection of voice-overs.
But let’s end this article on a bad
Beneath was probably your best bet. waving a tattered American flag in slowBoth Michele Pfeiffer and Harrison Ford mo. Summer successes in the drama note...The Perfect Storm. A
gave chilling performances in this thinly department included lesser known cinematic turkey. Good visual
disguised tribute to Hitchcock. Though productions such as The Virgin Suicides effects, lots of sappy drama, but
Hollow Man had intriguing special and Croupier, both of which get my here’s the bottom line: The heroes
of the story died in search of fish.
effects, its haphazardly constructed story viewing recommendation.
I could have survived the summer Don’t get me wrong, fishing is a
left me with an empty feeling inside.
Frankly, I was more frightened by Kron, without experiencing the return of John noble profession, but the movie
the animated villain of Disney’s Shaft, a character which should have defeated itself by magnifying the
Dinosaur. Though this dino-flick was been laid to rest long ago. The tragedy of human error rather than
probably a bit too scary for its target resurrection of the X-Men, on the other celebrating the triumph of human
audience, it was an enjoyable time hand, was a joyous event, resulting in spirit. Let’s mount a headstone for
natural disaster flicks, shall we?
featuring great animation (as expected the summer’s finest ensemble cast.

Movie Listings...starting 9/14
Avon Cinema

11:55; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55 show

Showcase Seekonk 1-10

260 Thayer Street, Providence, 4213315.
Saving Grace: evenings at 7:35; Sat
and Sun matinees at 2:30
The Eyes of Tammy Faye: evenings
at 6:00 and 9:35; Sat and Sun matinees
at 1:00 and 4:25
Eraserhead: showing at midnight on
Fri and Sat

The Perfect Storm: 1:30, 4:30, 7:15;
Sat- Sun: no 1:30 show
Turn It Up: 10:10, 12:10; Sun- Thurs:
no 12:10 show
Thomas and the Magic Railroad: SatSun only: 12:40,2:35
Sat: SNEAK PREVIEW of Almost
Famous shown with What Lies
Beneath at 7:10

Showcase North Attleboro

Showcase Seekonk, Route 6

640 S. Washington St. (Route 1),
North Attleboro, Mass. (508) 6433900
The Crew: 12:45,2:50,7:35
The Art of War: 4:50, 9:45, 12:10;
Sun- Thurs: no 12:10 show
What Lies Beneath: 1:00,3:50,6:50,
9:40, 12:15; Sat: no 6:50 show; SunThurs: no 12:15 show
Scary Movie: 1:10, 3:10, 5:15,7:40,
10:05, 12:00; Sun- Thurs: no 12:00
show
Bring It On: 12:45; 2:55, 5:10,7:30,
9:55, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10
The Cell: 1:30, 4:15, 7:20, 10:00,
12:20; Sun- Thurs: no 12:20 show;
Thurs: no 7:20 show
The Watcher: 12:40,1:10,2:55,3:25,
5:05, 5:30, 7:25, 7:50, 9:50, 10:15,
12:00, 12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00 or
12:25 show
Space Cowboys: 12:50, 3:35, 6:40
Way of the Gun: 9:30, 11:55; SunThurs: no 11:55 show
Duets: 1:05, 3:45, 6:45, 9:30, 11:50;
Sun-Thurs: no 11:50 show
Bait: 1:15, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50, 12:15;
Sun-Thurs: no 12:15 show
Nurse Betty: 1:20, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35,

Route 6, Seekonk, Mass., (508) 3366789
The Watcher: 12:40, 1:10, 2:50, 3:20,
5:00, 5:30, 7:25, 7:50, 9:45, 10:10,
12:00, 12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:00 or
12:30 show
The Crew: 12:50, 2:55, 4:55, 7:15
Coyote Ugly: 9:25, 11:30; Sun- Thurs:
no 11:30 show
The Cell: 1:15,4:00, 7:00, 9:35, 11:50;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:50 show
Duets: 1:00, 4:10, 7:20, 9:55, 12:20;
Sun- Thurs: no 12:20 show
Nurse Betty: 1:20, 4:15, 7:10, 9:50,
12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 12:15 show
Scary Movie: 12:55, 2:55, 4:50, 7:30,
9:40,11:55; Sun- Thurs: no 11:55 show
What Lies Beneath: 1:05, 3:50, 6:40,
9:30, 12:05; Sat: no 6:40 show; SunThurs: no 12:05 show
Autumn in New York: 1:30,4:05,6:50
Way of the Gun: 9:20, 11:45; SunThurs: no 11:45 show
Godzilla 2000: 12:45, 3:00, 5:10
Whipped: 7:35, 10:00, 12:00; SunThurs: no 12:00 show
Sat SNEAK PREVIEW of Almost
Famous shown with What Lies
Beneath at 7:10

800 Fall River Ave, Seekonk, Mass.,
(508) 336-6020
The Perfect Storm: 1:10,4:00, 6:50,
9:40, 12:10; Sun- Thurs: no 12:10
show
Chicken Run: 12:55, 2:50, 4:45
The Replacements: 6:45,9:25,11:55;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:55 show
The Art of War: 1:15, 4:10, 7:15,
10:05, 12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 12:25
show
Space Cowboys: 12:50, 3:30, 6:40,
9:30, 12:00; Sun- Thurs: no 12:00
show
Highlander: Endgame: 1:05, 3:05,
5:05, 7:25, 10:00, 12:00; Sun- Thurs:
no 12:00 show
Backstage: 1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:20,
9:45, 11:55; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55
Bring It On: 12:45, 3:00,5:10, 7:30,
9:55, 12:05; Sun-Thurs: no 12:05

The Original Kings of Comedy:
1:25, 4:05, 7:10, 9:50, 12:20; SunThurs: no 12:20 show
Bait: 12:50, 1:20, 3:50, 4:20, 7:05,
7:35,9:45, 10:15, 12:15; Sun-Thurs:
no 12:15 show

Showcase Seekonk 11-12
775 Fall River Ave, Seekonk, Mass.,
(508) 336-3420

Nutty Professor II: The Klumps:
1:15,4:00,7:00; Mon- Thurs: no 1:15
show
Bless The Child: 9:20

Thomas and the Magic Railroad:
1:00, 3:00, 5:00; Mon- Thurs: 5:00
show only
Turn It Up: 7:15, 9:30
Compiled by Laura Bergemann ’02
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19 things
to do off
campus...
Fine Arts
Student Art Show
(6/15-10/18)
R1 Office of Higher
Education
8:30AM-4:30PM
Sightings (till 10/18)
RISD Gallery
Sign Language: 20th
Century Painting
(till 10/29) RISD Gallery
TV220: newest in video art
(9/18) 10:30PM
Gallery Night (9/21) AS220
5PM

•

•

•

•
•

Music
•
•

•

Dar Williams (9/15) Lupo’s
9PM
SUKAY in Concert: Latin
Heritage Month (9/16) R1C
8PM
Jazz with The Hal Crook
Group (9/19) AS220 9PM

Theatre
•

•

•

MacBeth (starts 9/14)
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm
Theatre
Providence
Puppetry
Festival
(9/15-10/18) Perishable
Theatre
Improv Jones (9/21) AS220
10PM

Etc.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The Turtles Writers Circle
(9/14) AS220 7PM
Onomapoeia: evening of
poetry (9/15) AS220 7PM
Frank Santos: hypnotist
(9/15) Comedy Connection
W.A.R.: Wordsmiths Are
Revolutionary: open mic
(9/15) AS220 9PM $5
Waterfire (9/16) Waterplace
Park DUSK - 11PM
Figure Drawing (9/18)
AS220 7PM $5
Game Night: a night of
board games (9/20) AS220
9PM FREE
Joe Rogan (9/21) The
Comedy Connection

Addresses
Numbers
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

and Phone

AS220 115 Empire St
831-9327
The Comedy Connection
39 Warren Ave 438-8383
Lupo’s
239 Westminster Ave
272- 5876
Perishable Theatre
95 Empire St 331-2695
R1 Office of Higher
Education 301 Promenade
St 222-6560 ext. 132
RISD Museum 224 Benefit
St 454-6500
Robert’s Hall Auditorium,
RIC 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave
456-8194
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm
Theatre, 31 Elbow St
831-2919
Waterfire 101 Regent Ave
273- 1155

— Compiled by Julia Kenny '01
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A Showy Scandal
by Jessica

Tabak ’01

A&E Editor

One thing’s certain—Trinity
Repertory
Company’s
current
production of School for Scandal sure is
fun to watch. Director Michael Baron
has modernized the play, which was
originally penned by British playwright
Richard Brinsley Sheridan back in the
late 18lh century, transforming it into a
flashy, fleshy evening of naked limbs,
wagging tongues, and jazzy show tunes.
It makes for a sense-stimulating
experience, but whether or not there’s a

School for Scandal
Trinity Repertory Company
201 Washington Street, Providence
For tickets, call 351-4242

point to any of it is up for grabs.
The show flutters about the parlors
of a myriad of busybodies, highlighting
the various rumors—ranging in potency
from mildly stinging to downright
malicious—that are generated in each of
them. As the gossip mill continues to
grind, complications arise between the
various characters—complications that
will only get worse unless the truth (on
all counts) is revealed.
Visually, the show is a marvel. The
two-level set looks like a classy hotel
suite, complete with shiny white walls
and big brass elevators. But what really
catch the viewer’s eye are the outrageous
costumes. Designed in collaboration
between Trinity Rep designer Marilyn
Salvatore and nine designers from the
RISD Apparel Department, the outfits
range from respectable suits to peek-aboo dresses and transparent pants
(which, in a refreshing twist, are donned
by a male actor—talk about equal
representation between the sexes).
Although about half of the cast of 17
gets the chance to wear something
ridiculous at one point or another, actress
Rachael Warren (Lady Teazle) has the
lion’s share of outrageous frocks. Her
wardrobe includes outfits made of
flowers (all strategically placed) and a
Twister board (which, as it happens, is
also strategically placed, if you catch my
drift). This audience member found
herself paying attention to Teazle and her
loose-lipped companions just as much
to see what they were wearing as to hear
what they were saying to each other.
But the performances of even the most
eccentrically clothed actors weren’t lost

-photo
by T.
Charles

Erickson

Something’s Shocking: Joseph Surface (Stephan Wolfert) and Lady Teazle
(Rachael Warren) sharing a juicy tibdbit in School for Scandal
amidst the fabric (or vinyl, or feathers...).
Warren does standout work as countrygirl-turned-socialite Lady Teazle, and Tim
Crowe was a delight as Sir Peter Teazle,
her haplessly disapproving (and much
older) husband. The two, who were also
paired in last season’s triumphant
rendering of My Fair Lady as Eliza and
Higgins, once again display a wellmatched wit that translates engagingly to
the stage. Trinity veterans Janice Duclos
(as Mrs. Candour) and Fred Sullivan, Jr.
(Sir Oliver Surface) bring giddy hilarity
to their respective roles, and Trinity
Repertory Conservatory student LianMarie Holmes shines as the maid. It’s a
thankless role, but Holmes makes it a

Auditions!
What: Cole Porter’s
Anything Goes
Where: Blackfriars Theatre
(in the basement of
Harkins Hall)
when: Tuesday,
September 19
at 7pm
Prepare a 1-11/2

minute monologue of your
CHOICE, AND A SONG FROM A MUSICAL COMEDY
(THERE WILL BE AN ACCOMPANIST,
SO BRING SHEET MUSIC)

more information, call the
Blackfriars Production office at x2218

For

surprisingly delightful addition to the
ensemble.
Despite the top-notch acting and
deliciously creative artistic renderings,
the show isn’t perfect. It’s a little on the
slow side until Act II, when the dominoes
put in place in the beginning of the play
are let to topple each other down. And,
when it’s all said and done, there doesn’t
seem to be much of a point to any of it.
It’s an exclusive cocktail party that the
audience is invited to attend, but once
the effervescence of the champagne
wears off, the bright colors and bawdy
performances are left sadly flat—and the
audience is left with more scandal than
substance.

“pi eyed" 9?
-Continued from page 11fought in Max’s mind, life, and in the
universe itself. Throughout the film, a
welcome voice-over is layered over fast
moving, jarring visuals, placing the
audience behind Max’s eyes and
allowing them to give into Max’s
growing paranoia, nervous tension, and
world view.
The distinct qualities of Amofsky’s
visuals got recognized by major studio
producers, who are rumored to be
tapping him for a new-look Batman
sequel based on Frank Miller’s graphic
novel series, Batman: The Dark Knight
Returns, and Chuck Barris’ (host of The
Gong Show) fictional “autobiography,”
Confessions of a Dangerous Mind,
which his contemporary, David Fincher
(Seven, Fight Club) just dropped out of.
Probably the most promising of the
“underground ” directors, Darren
Arnofsky is now penning a science
fiction script that, like pi, he hopes to
direct. As Amofsky’s films gain more
attention from the box-office public, pi
will be heralded as it should be—a
groundbreaking film that set the tone for
an entire school of filmmakers who will
be open to imitating not only his visual
style, but also his attitude—an attitude
that yes, a paranoia thriller about math
and Jewish mysticism, shot for about the
limit of a platinum credit card, can be
one of the finest edge-of-your-seat
thrillers ever made.
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WE ARE HIRING!
Be part of one of the most active and interesting organizations on campus.
If you are looking to try something new or gain experience in journalism,
in either writing or business, then come by The Cowl in Slavin 104a
and pick up an application.

Sections hiring:
News
Business
Circulations
Commentarycartoonist and writers

Featurespoetry & short story

Photography
World
A&E
Please bring a sample of your work.
Papers from a class will not be accepted.

September 14,2000

Features

YOU CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE IN THE LIFE
OF A YOUNG CHILD
The West End/Elmwood Community
Opportunity Zone is looking for eligible
volunteers interested in becoming Tutors or
Mentors in the after-school program at Alfred
Lima Elementary School.
Volunteers will work with children in
1st through 5th grades.
You can make a difference in the lives of these
children by providing a few hours of your time
each week to help with reading, math, social
studies, and
science assignments and projects.
If you are interested in
becoming a volunteer and
participating in a training
session, or would like
more information, contact
Ramona Rodriguez-Mejia
or Marilyn Wilson
at 831-5845.

The Features Staff is Proud to Present....

Getting to Know the Features staff
Each week the fabulous Features staff will share a little tidbit of
information about themselves for your reading pleasure....

This week’s question: What CD is in your player?
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The Musings of a Disgruntled
Consessionist
by Maria

Monaco ’02

Features Staff

If you asked me what I did the most
this summer, as pathetic as it sounds, I
would have to say work. Where did I
work, you ask? I worked, as I have for
the past two summers, at a Showcase
Cinemas back home.
I’m a
concessionist, or a professional sales
associate in the area of popcorn and
candy. Hey, if a plain M&M gets to
change its name so can I, but anyway
that’s not the point.
It actually may come as a shock to
you, but I kinda enjoyed my job, at least
for the first couple of months, until
spitting out the “Would you like a large
for a quarter more?” spiel began to drive
me crazy. The customers didn’t do much
to help the situation either and that’s why
I decided to write out this helpful list of
things that every customer should do to
keep their concessionist happy.
I’m doing this not only for myself and
all concessionists everywhere, but also
for you the customer because believe me
a happy concessionist will lead to better
service and a happier you. So here it
goes. The next time you go down to
Providence Place to check out a movie,
take these handy tips with you and you’ 11
notice the difference.
1. When you’re standing in a long line
waiting to order, take a moment to decide
what you want. Nothing angers a
concessionist more than a customer who

comes to the front with no idea what they
want although they’ve been waiting in
line forever.
2. Usually a cinema promotes one soda
line, either Pepsi or Coke. So if you see
Pepsi written on everything: the
concession stand, the concessionist’s hat,
shirt, pants etc. ask for Pepsi. Don’t ask
for Coke or if you do accidentally, don’t
ask, “Oh, so you don’t sell Coke?”

3. Don’t complain to the concessionist
about how expensive the food is. First
of all we don’t set the prices and
secondly it’s people like you who are still
willing to buy the stuff that keeps the
prices high and still climbing.
4. And last but not least, don’t be afraid
of the smaller line. Bigger is not
necessarily better in this case.
Sometimes there are smaller concession
stands closer to the movies that everyone
seems to forget about. There are
concessionists there praying that people
will come to them before they die of
boredom; in fact that was me on the day
the idea for this article was formed.
I hope these tips come in handy for
you. I’m sure other concessionists out
there will be grateful that at least
someone has finally taken a stand for
them. I’m counting on you to be the one
who makes a difference.
What CD is in your player?: James
Taylor’s Greatest Hits because it’s the
best thing to study to.

Features
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Frankly Scarlett...

West Nile Fever
by

Pat Ferrucci ’01

Features Staff

Nothing spells disaster like a couple
of dead crows. Ever since the first crow
was found in Jamaica Plain a couple
months back, New England has been hit
with a case of West Nile Fever! The
West Nile Virus is the infectious disease
of the moment and like other infectious
diseases, including meningitis and
whatever the monkey in Outbreak gave
people, it is imperative that we try not
to catch it. That would be bad.
There are many effective ways to
avoid catching the disease, and with the
hope of saving a few people, I’ll relate
a couple. So far I have been successful
in not contracting the virus but contrary
to popular belief, it has not been easy. I
have been taking many precautions.
The first thing I suggest is for everyone
to surround themselves with citronella
candles. These things are great at
keeping the bugs away. The optimum
setup is to make a circle with the candles
and just sit in the middle of it; this
means outdoors and indoors. I know,
you’re thinking fire alarms and
sprinkler systems may make it kind of
hard to surround yourself with candles,
especially if you have multiple
roommates, but I suggest shutting off
all fire alarms and sprinklers until this
nasty virus scare is a thing of the past.
The next facet in any effective
prevention, scheme is to bath in bug
spray before every fateful journey into
the outside world. This may bum if you
have any open cuts and it could also
make you sick if you ingest too much
but let’s be serious...what’s more
important?
My third and final
suggestion for avoiding contact with
West Nile Virus is to not play with dead
crows. Let me repeat myself, although
dead crows on the side of the road look
like a grand old time waiting to happen
it could be dangerous. Once summer
ends everyone can go back to doing
whatever they like do with all sorts of

road kill but until then stay away from
the dead crows.
Following the
aforementioned three guidelines will not
ensure staying healthy but it will help
immensely.
The worst part about this particular
epidemic isn’t catching it (you can count
how many people have caught it on one
hand), instead, it’s the nervousness that
goes along with the chance of catching
it. Some people are able to handle this
burning anxiety better than others. On
one hand, after following my own three
important rules I feel somewhat
comfortable but a friend of mine, let’s
hypothetically call him “Patrick Cohen,”
will not get off of his blue recliner in front
of the television. He stares blankly at the
blue light reflecting off of the television
screen pretending to be enthralled by bad
action movies. When the words
mosquito, west, Nile, or pudding are said
in conversion he starts to convulse and
hides behind the couch. I understand this
is an isolated case and most people are
not this nervous about the virus but I still
feel it is important to share the true
struggles that fellow human beings are
living through.
Mosquito season is almost over and
the still-live crows will be heading south
soon so we can all take comfort that the
worst is behind us. Only a month or so
left. There are a couple of things to look
forward to, though. The government is
working quickly to invent some kind of
mosquito identifier, which makes carriers
glow neon orange and allows us to locate
and stay away from evil mosquitoes. The
one other thing that should help people
cope for the next month or so is the fact
that the virus is not fatal. The chances of
a person catching it and then dying from
it are about the same as being struck by
lightning. What this means is that all of
us humans can take a collective sigh of
relief and rest easy knowing that all the
pesticide spraying that is taking place to
combat the West Nile Virus will not harm
us, only the worthless animal and plant
life!
What CD is in your player?: Hit to Death
in the Futurehead by The Flaming Lips

Welcome back kids! Here’s a quiz you might actually enjoy: Quotes from
Dramatic Movies. So for all you critic kings and drama queens out
there..,. Work your magic!
1) “I look back on the way I was then, a young, stupid kid who
committed that terrible crime. I want to talk to him. I want to try and talk some
sense to him, tell him the way things are. But I can’t”

2) “Oh, monsieur, you are a man. If someone loved you very much, so
that your happiness was the only thing that she wanted in the world, but she
did a bad thing to make certain of it, could you forgive her?”
3) “Men under strain can snap. Hurt themselves. Hurt others. That’s why
our job is talking, not yelling. You’ll do better to think of this place like an
intensive care ward in a hospital.”

4) “What you have to understand is, four days ago he was only my brother in
name. And this morning we had pancakes.”

5) “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his
point of view... ‘til you climb inside of his skin and walk around in
it.”
6) “There are times since I’ve felt like a child, bom of those two fathers.
But be that as it may, those of us who did make it have an obligation to
build again. To teach to others what we know, and to try with what’s
left of our lives to find a goodness and a meaning to this life.”
7) “Is that what I’m supposed to tell your mother when she gets another
folded American flag?”

8) “They said it was a million dollar wound, but the army must keep that
money ‘cause I still haven’t seen a nickel of that million dollars.”
9) “Do you spend time with your family? Good. Because a man that doesn’t
spend time with his family can never be a real man.”
10) “And dying in your beds many years from now, would you be willing to
trade all the days from this day to that for one chance, just one chance to
come back here and tell our enemies that they may take our lives, but
they’ll never take our freedom?”
11) “If I could only have one food for the rest of my life? That’s easy.
Cherry Fez. Cherry flavor Pez. There’s no doubt about it”

12) “And that accent you’ve tried so desperately to shed? Pure West Virginia.
What’s your father, dear? Is he a coal miner? Does he stink of the lamp?”

13) “Why does everyone want to go away? I always loved being home. Now
I’m the one going ahead. But 1 shall be homesick for you, [name], even in
heaven.”
14) “The winters can be fantastically cruel. And the basic idea is to
cope with the very costly damage and depreciation which can occur. And this
consists mainly of running the boiler, heating different parts of the hotel
on a daily, rotating basis, repair damage as it occurs, and doing repairs so
that the elements can’t get a foothold.”
15) “I suppose I could be pissed off about what happened to me. But it’s hard
to stay mad when there’s so much beauty in the world. Sometimes I feel like
I’m seeing it all at once, and it's too much. My heart fills up like a
balloon that’s about to burst.”

■compiled by Erin Keller ’02, Features Staff
What CD is in your player?: Play by Moby

Back to Life..
by

Megan Greco ’02

Features Staff

Fill Me In
When you are depressed or—I—it is usually good to take a walk to your
local —2— to cheer up. It’s therapeutic and —3—. Sometimes people give
up and say my —4— is —5— or I want to —6—. Talk to a —7— if all else
fails. Finally —8— up and remember life is -9-— and —10—.

I wasn’t ready to come back to school
this year. It’s never been a problem
before, but for some reason I flipped out
about two weeks before moving in. I
remember going into my room to look
for this black dress, and not being able
to find it. It wasn’t even like I wanted
to wear the dress, I just needed to prove
to myself that I knew where it was, and
when I couldn’t find it I had a pseudonervous breakdown. I collapsed
amongst piles of dirty laundry and
unread books and things that bad never
been unpacked since May, and in the
middle of this wasteland of should-havedones, would-have-dones, and if-I-hadthe-times, I cried. I cried because I had
had the most amazing summer. I cried
because I felt as though I was spinning
wildly out of control. I cried because I
had no idea what I had done the night
before, or two hours before. I cried
because I had no idea what I was
supposed to do the next day, or even in
ten minutes. I cried because all summer
long I had told myself that two weeks
before school started I’d get myself
together and here that day was, but

where was I?
It’s funny that the first time I ever
acted out my duties as a reckless teen
was my last official year as a teenager.
But there I was, neglecting all of the
summer goals I had set for myself,
partying every night, staying out until
ridiculous hours, if I even came home at
all. It’s scary to look back at four months
of your life and to draw a blank as to
what you had accomplished and how you
had grown since the last time you
thought to check. What was the most
terrifying was the prospect of having to
go back to school and settle into a routine
of normalcy that was barely a memory
for me. So here I am, a week into school,
and even though it’s not as tragic as I
expected, it’s definitely weird. I feel like
I shouldn’t even take my shoes off and
get comfortable though, because as soon
as I do, everything will change again.
Isn’t that always the way?

What CD is in your player?: Jets to
Brazil: Four Cornered Night...the
newest Jets to Brazil cd and I’d like to
say that I’m absolutely thrilled with it,
as I knew I would be. Radiohead: The
Bends...obviously.
The Velvet
Underground: The Best of... hoorayfor
Lou Reed.
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The Campus Playground Senior Honesty
by Neisha McGuckin

’03

Features Staff

When I arrived at McDermott last
Saturday to begin my sophomore year, I
was pleasantly surprised by the green
quad, whose color symbolizes youth and
inexperience, and at the same time,
rebirth and renewal. Its refreshing
beauty provided a welcome mat to our
new home, compared with my first
impression of the quad. Last year, when
I arrived on campus on a sweltering
September morning, the quad was part
khaki brown dead grass, part sandlot. It
demanded that we tread as carefully on
its uncomfortable surface as we did
around our new, unfamiliar roommates.
The picturesque quad of Animal House
or Dead Poets Society seemed
impossible to reproduce at Providence.
Yet with a wet summer and significant
landscaping projects on campus, we
were welcomed back to school with the
symbol of novelty: green grass. This
year, lush pastures stretched before us,
welcoming returning students, as well as
the inexperienced freshmen, green in
their own right. The new quad has
drawn both old friends and new
acquaintances together through its role
as the campus playground.
For many, including myself, the new
green quad has enabled an energetic
return to college. Most of the inhabitants
of Meagher, Aquinas and McDermott
halls have infused it with their
restlessness. Their unexpended summer
energy has been channeled into enjoying
the grassy cushion beneath their toes as
they leap to catch a frisbee or football.
Higher voltage to this energy field is
supplied by the illegitimate “radio
station” of reggae and Dave Matthews
blasting from the windows of the dorms.
On Sunday afternoon, many students
took their books and notes outside and
lay on blankets to study. Others played
and some sunbathed, hoping to postpone
the inevitable fading of their summer

tans. I was among those with their books
on the quad, chilling out and pretending
to read while soaking in the rays. In the
midst of this outdoor study hall, a duel
arose among deejays of the dorm stereos.
The music that seemed at first to set a
mood of refreshment in the late summer
air became horribly distorted as rooms
competed for airtime amongst
themselves. Reggae surrendered to
Dave and Phish, all suitable to
concentration. Suddenly, raucous thrash
metal at incredibly high volume burst
from Aquinas Hall. It proved not so
conducive to study. As I rested in the
afternoon sun, high-pitched squealing
guitars proved too distracting for the
studious. The faces of countless grazing
students cringed as they turned their
attention toward the anonymous window
of deafening metal. In defense of the
scholarly, two of my friends and I
stormed into Aquinas to demand quieter
music and make peace among the
warring parties. When we reached the
4th floor, we knocked and entered the
room from which the music blared. To
my surprise, the musical warriors were
not strangers. Not only did I know them
but am also friendly with them. When
we shouted our request over the music,
they immediately accepted our
suggestion with courtesy.
This
afternoon, I ran into them and we joked
about Sunday. When I asked them which
band they were playing, they answered
politely, “Pantera.”
Like the revived quad, their friendly
open attitude was unexpected and
refreshing. As we left their room
victorious in pacification, it occurred to
me that the new quad has done wonders
in uniting the student body, even when
it may seem as though wills are in
conflict. By preserving a space of
summer green, if only for a few weeks,
the school promotes a common ground
for meeting new people and catching up
with old friends, even if we all don’t
share the same musical tastes.
What is CD in your player?: Dido, No
Angel

by Tiffany Green

’01

Features Staff

I think that there are two main factors
in the change I’ve noticed within myself
the last couple of weeks. Firstly, the fact
that I’m in a transition period from
summer to school, and have to focus
most of my energy on trying to go to
classes, may have drained some of the
happy juice I’ve been missing. The
second fact is that that I’m a senior and
I’m sick of making an effort to be
acquaintances with people who don’t
care about me. Now I’ll tell you the
change-1 really have started to not care
what people think about me anymore. I
always said it before, but I never really
believed it until now. I was the ultimate
hypocrite, the people pleaser who told
others to be themselves and be proud of
who they are.
I first realized this change when I was
walking to class for the first time. I didn’t
bother to ask anybody how their summer
was. I didn’t even say hello to familiar
faces that I usually would. I just didn’t
care. Sure, if people asked me how my
summer was, I answered with the
expected “Fine” or “Good, how was
yours?” We all know that it’s just
something we all say to get reacquainted
with each other. We all must be polite.
Act like we care. The words come out
as automatic as your phone number or
your social security number. Second
nature. Boring, and mechanical as hell.
It hit me again when I had a
conversation with my friend who goes
to URI, and he said he feels the same
way. He said that the majority of small
talk is pointless, because nobody is
listening anyway.
And it hit me for the third and final
time when I sat down at the computer to
write at 3:45. It’s now 7:00. I just
realized what I want to say. I came in
with the intention of trying to make you
guys laugh. I love that attention I get
when people tell me they read my
articles. Maybe some people feel
obligated to say it. But I didn’t really
differentiate between compliments. I
took them all in equally, and to be
completely honest, I think it went to my
head.
The fact that people take the time out
of their day to read about me was
flattering enough, never mind when they
approached and praised me about it. So
I fell into a trap. I would come in and
write a stupid story about myself, and
hope for the same reaction. It became a
•••••••••••••••••••• •

formula and a pattern- make people
laugh, get praise, get attention. And
unfortunately, I love attention.
I used to be the ultimate people
pleaser. I would morph and act how I
thought everyone wanted me to act. I had
a million different personalities but no
character or backbone. And I blame
myself for it. I chose to act that way. I
knew I acted that way for awhile and
purposely did not change it. In fact, I
was proud of it. I thought it meant I was
selfless. I consumed all of-that flattering
attention of everyone believing that I was
“so nice.” I liked to think of myself as
the one who was susceptible to being
taken advantage of, because I was “too
nice for my own good.” Now I realize
that that is a bunch of b.s. If you honestly
know somebody is walking over you,
and you don’t do anything about it, it’s
your fault too. The old “if you are not
part of the solution, you’re part of the
problem” theory is true for me. I lived
off of compliments, because once you
find out how to please people, it becomes
much easier to continue doing so instead
of standing up for yourself. I guess you
could say I stayed in my people-pleasing
mode out of laziness. Change takes
motivation, and I didn’t see the point in
changing.
Not that I’ve even done a complete
180. Not that anybody really even cares
about this stupid struggle inside my head.
I just don’t feel like trying to be funny
every week just so I can get a few
compliments. Because a lot of times,
that is why I do it. The ego boost that I
almost expected. I just feel like being
brutally honest with myself for once. In
fact, I don’t even think I really wrote this
article for anybody else. I wrote it for
me. I wrote it to try and remind myself
that the people I can be totally honest
with and like me anyway are my friends.
And as snotty, as it may sound, I feel like
I know who my friends are, and I’m kind
of sick of keeping up appearances for
people that probably don’t care about
me. I’m not saying I’m angry at the
world, or that I’m gonna whack you if
you introduce yourself to me at Slavin
or in class. I’m just sick of wasting a lot
of effort trying to please others that won’t
like me. I know that there is no way that
everybody will like me. But for a long
time, and even still now, I believed that
I might as well try. I would try even
harder if I thought you didn’t like me. I
still do. But in order to be a friend with
someone, you must have respect for
them. Respect is earned through
honesty. That is what I am trying to be
now—honest.
What is in your CD player?: Eminem hefascinates and offends me at the same
time.

•••••••••••••••••••a

Poet’s Corner
Last Letter Home
photo

by Anthony

GiatTIno ’03

Features Staff
by
Laura

DiMichele

'02

Here I am Love in the trench
I wish we were on our front porch bench.
We’re fighting the bloodthirsty evil Germans,
so says our General’s morning sermons.
Are they not people like you and me?
Do they not kill reluctantly?
The idea of glory has lost its charm,
I miss you, the children, and our little farm.
I’ve grown tired of the smell of death
and grow more anxious to hear your breath.
Make sure the land is rightly tilled
and all the animals troughs are filled.
Being away from you is mortal sin
I’m without and you're needed within.
I’ll be home next June hopefully.
My darling wife, please wait for me.

Love,
Unknown Soldier
• What CD is in your player?:

Beggar’s Banquet: The Rolling Stones
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Roving Photographers

freshmen, What Did You forget to Pack?

“ Tampons.”
Melissa Tolosky Rebecca Barry
Aime Aleksandrowicz Erin Meehan

“Our Sanity.”
Erin Wells

Meredith Lynch

“Our Alarm Clocks.”
John Franzen

John Schmidt

“Our Depends and Vaseline
Andre DeRussy
“G”
Rich Martin
Joe Kilner

“A Better Stereo.”
Chris Masella Andrew Ferguson
Tom Dougherty Pat Glavey

“Mom’s Good Home Cookin’
and Sticky Hooks.”
Kristen Vangile

Itchy and Scratchy
"Our Fudge."

Alissa Fisher
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Jackie Esworthy was killed by a drunk driver one week
after her high school graduation.

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.
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Clubs & Organizations
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Hunger Committee

STAG

General Meeting

in Peterson Hall

Would you like to give back to
the community and have fun?

Friday, Sept. 22nd
9 PM - 1 AM

Come volunteer with us at a local soup
kitchen or get involved in other hunger
awareness events.

tickets $5 in advance
$8 at the door

Sign up in '64 Hall
Tuesday, Sept. 19th 8 PM

*do.ors close at 10*

For more information, contact Heidi at x3022
——————/
/

Come to the

Johannine Society's
1st General Meeting
of the year

Tuesday, Sept. 19th
8 PM in Slavin 217
For more information,
contact Brian at 751-6644

All are welcome!

/
/
/
/

Stuart’s
Pool League \

! Great fun and great prizes! \
/
Sign up now for the weekly pool league \
\
and play every Wednesday at 7 pm.
/
\ Sign up in Stuart’s as an individual (to be /
\ paired up later! or as a team of two. /
\
/

\
Games start
/
\ Wednesday, Sept. 20th /
\

For more infomation,
contact Fred at x3052
——————

B.O.P. Presents:

Senior Night
at Stuart's
Friday, Sept. 15th
8 pm
Free food and entertainment.
Full bar with proper ID.

Welcome,
Class of 2004!
The Cowl Staff would also like to
welcome back all the students
and wish everyone a
great year!

Pop Rox: Laser Light Show
at Boston Museum of Science

Thursday, Sept. 28th
8 PM (bus leaves at 6:30)
$3
Tickets go on sale Wednesday, Sept. 20th
at 3 PM in B.O.P. Office

Submission Policy:
Any on-campus club or organization interested in
placing an announcement in the Clubs and
Organizations section must submit a written copy
to Heidi Giesinger by 5 PM on Monday. Written
copies may be either dropped off in her mailbox in
the Cowl Office, Slavin 104 or emailed to
thecowl@providence.edu. Each submission should
include name, date, time, place, contact person and
phone number, and other important details. All
submissions are subject to space constraints and
may be edited as appropriate.
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Six New England fishermen on their way to a late-season catch are
engulfed by theworst storm in recorded modern history, when three
weather fronts collide and combine against their tiny boat, the captain and
his flinty crew must battle the most horrific winds and waves ever charted.

Tastes of the World
on Slavin Lawn
Friday, Sept. 15th

2-5 PM
food and music from around the world
_________________________________________________

Asian
Moon Festival
in Stuart's

Tuesday, Sept. 19th
8 -11 PM
FREE Chinese food
Take home a lantern
FREE

Intramurals
*Flag Football*
Get rosters in ASAP so we
can get started.
Rosters can be picked up outside the
old IAB Office in lower Peterson

Auditions
Open to all students
for Cole Porter's musical:

Anything Goes
Blackfriars Theatre: Harkins Hall
Tuesday, Sept. 19th
7 PM
For more information,
call x2218
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Women’s Soccer Look to Reboot
by

Meaghan Donah ’03

Sports Staff

As the first weekend of the academic
year commenced here on campus, the
Providence Women’s Soccer team was
flying back to school from Miami,
having lost two matches.
On Friday, September 8, PC visited
the Golden Panthers of Florida
International University and were
defeated in overtime, 2-1. FIU went
on the board first, 29 minutes into the
game. Providence rallied in the second
half when senior co-captain Jill
Flanagan evened the score, as she netted
her first goal of the season on a header
from a cross pass from freshman
Marianna McDonald. Just over 12
minutes into the 15-minute sudden
death overtime, FIU recorded their
second goal to cap the game.
On Sunday, September 10, the team
took on Big East conference opponent,
Miami University. PC was handed their

second conference loss when Miami’s
Laura West scored the lone goal in the
second half of play.
Freshman
goalkeeper Caroline Haines finished
strong, however, recording seven saves.
While the majority of students were
still preparing to return to campus at
Providence College, the Women’s Soccer
season began
with
two
victories at the
Black
Bear
Invitational
Tournament in
Maine during
the weekend of
August 26. The
Friars defeated
Marist 2-0 with
goals from senior Melissa Crowley and
junior Kate Lyden. Junior Caitlyn Welsh
went home with both assists. PC moved
to 2-0, defeating Iona College 4-0. Goals
were scored by Welsh, two by sophomore
Kyle McAuley, and the last one coming

from freshman forward Marianna
McDonald. The Friars second game of
the season was also freshman goalkeeper
Caroline Haines’ second straight shutout.
Other games included the team’s
home opener against Big East opponent
and ninth-ranked UCONN on August 30,
which was dropped by a final of 4-0.
On Septem
ber 3, PC was
defeated 5-1 at
Notre Dame. A
bright spot in the
game, however,
was the play of
sophomore back
Katie Auger, who
recorded her first
colligate point of
her career.
Although PC drops to 2-4-0 overall
with a 0-2-0 league record, the season is
not lost. The Lady Friars have
completed the bulk of their traveling,
with only a flight to Pittsburgh

“We are excited about our
upcoming schedule, and
playing at home will work
to our advantage. ”
-sophomore Kyle
McAuley

remaining. Factors such as jet lag and
the extreme heat of Miami will no longer
be an issue. Sophomore forward Kyle
McAuley comments, “When we travel
it is harder to focus only on the game, or
games, of that trip.”
Uplifting factors include McAuley’s
wheels and footwork on the front line
and the communication between
goalkeeper Haines and her defense.
Couple these with a line up of Big East
home games and the women’s soccer
team may see their conference record
improve.
“We are excited about our upcoming
schedule, and playing at home will work
to our advantage,” McAuley positively
reports. Combine this attitude with a bit
of regrouping back on familiar turf and
PC Women’s Soccer action should prove
to be entertaining and successful.
The Lady Friars take the field again
Friday, September 15 at 4:00 PM when
they play host to the University of New
Hampshire.

Friars stumble out of the gate
came out of the gate quickly as they held
the territorial advantage in the early going.
Asst. Sports Editor
Their hard work in the offensive end
As the old saying goes, “When it forced a penalty corner nearly five
rains it pours.” Currently, the minutes into the contest. On the ensuing
Providence College Field Hockey team corner, Breanne Wojnarowicz uncorked a
finds themselves in the middle of a blast from the top of the circle, which
seemingly never-ending thunderstorm. seemed destined for the back of the net.
The Lady Friars once again were Somehow, Brown goalie Annie Owens:
struck by a bolt of lightning on was able to knock the ball away, making
Wednesday as they fell to cross-town an excellent diving stop. Owens’
rival Brown University by a score of sprawling save seemed to ignite the
4-1. The loss was the Friars sixth in a hibernating Bears, as they quickly grabbed
row as they fell to 0-6 overall; 0-1 in the momentum.
the Big East Conference. The
Brown senior Cara Gardner opened the
defending Ivy League champions used scoring for the Bears moments later as she
a crisp passing attack to propel knocked home the first goal of the game
themselves to victory.
with 18:58 remaining in the first half.
“We are having a tough time getting Despite jumping out to the early lead, it
the whole team motivated. People have was evident that the Bears were not
highs and lows, and we need everyone satisfied as they continued to hold play in
to be up, and it’s hard to get everyone the Friars end. Hyun-Joo Park increased
up for our games right now,” explained the Bears’ lead to 2-0 as she scored on a
Head Coach Bill Davidson regarding rebound with just over fifteen minutes
his team’s current slide.
remaining in the half. Providence senior
Senior goalie Heather Tattersail goalie Heather Tattersall made a nice save
agreed with her coach’s assessment of on the initial shot after a Providence player
the Friars’ skid saying, “It is tough. I accidentally redirected the shot from the
think what’s keeping us together is perimeter. The rebound, however, landed
knowing that we can play with all these right on the stick of Park, and she made
people. We have the ability to play with no mistake about blasting it home.
them, and our skills will come
Down 2-0, the Friars tried continually
together.”
to mount some offense. Although they
Despite the final score, the Friars were able to move the ball into the circle
by

Matt Young ’01

on several occasions, they were unable
to light the lamp. The Friars trailed at
the break by a score of 2-0.
Brown came out flying in the second
half as they looked to put the game out
of reach for the Friars. Using their speed
and experience of playing on artificial
turf, the Bears were able to continue to
force the Friars Into their defensive zone.
Providence continued to battle the Bears
as Tattersall made several key saves to
keep PC within striking distance.
The offensive pressure proved to be
too much as Brown extended its lead to
3-0 as Gardner scored her second goal
of the game. The goal was the prettiest
of the afternoon as the Brown senior
somehow managed to slide a Susana
Garcia feed past a diving Tattersall while
falling to the turf.
Megan Patterson then tallied Brown’s
final goal by rifling a penalty flick just
inside the left post to push the Bear lead
to 4-0.
The Friars responded as freshman
Stephanie Suehnholz found the back of
the net. The rookie made a nice move,
cutting across the middle and blasting a
strong shot past Owens. The goal
ruined the Bears’ shutout bid. The Friars
would get no closer than 4-1 as time ran
out.
Despite the Friars slow start this
season, Coach Davidson explained that

he has seen improvement in his Lady
Friars with each game.
“We are learning. It is unfortunate
that we have such a tough schedule
where we can’t learn in phases and let
down in phases because our letdowns
result in losses,” said Davidson.
“There are times when we are doing
a good job learning. and we are
progressing, and we will get reversed,
and we’ll be 1-0 down,” explained the
University of Massachusetts graduate..
Senior Co-Captain Julie Tanguay
remains upbeat despite the Friars slump.
“I think we are a really good passing
team, and I think that we have a lot of
good players on our team. We just need
to build some confidence and get things
started,” said the Bow, New Hampshire
native.
The Lady Friars look to get into the
win column on Saturday, September 16,
when they take on Michigan State
University at Northeastern University.
In previous action, the Providence
College Field Hockey team dropped a
pair of heartbreaking losses in overtime
to Louisville and Rhode Island. The
Friars were also shut out by the
University of Maine as well as perennial
Big East power Connecticut. Also, the
Hofstra Pride upended the Friars on
September 3 at the IKON Husky Classic
Tournament.

C LA S S I F I E D
Employment Opportunity

Employment Opportunity

Employment Opportunity

Auto

Cashier / Attendant

Shazamm, a Providence web
design and new media firm, has
full-time, part-time positions
and internships available:

GREATSTUDENT
HOURS!!!!

Student discounts thru 9/30/00.
Scooters, mopeds & mini
cycles are great school
transportation. 120 m.p.g.; no
cycle license req’d. Easy
parking. Storage space for
books, shopping & going to the
beach. Electric start on some.
These are fun & stylish. Credit
cards accepted. Delivery
available. Claude’s Cycles,
Foxborough, MA. (Only 20
minutes from Providence) 508543-0490 or 800-397-2929

Local Car Wash and 24 hour
Gas Station needs independent,
organized, take charge people
for all shifts. Previous
experience preferred, but will
train the right person. Flexible
schedule. To apply contact Bill
Pelligrino or Peter Montaquila
at Finest Car Wash, 38 Pleasant
Valley Parkway, Providence,
RI, 401-331-0101.

Graphic Designer: Talented
designers needed to create
visually strong layouts. Mac,
Photoshop, Illustrator savvy.
Send resume and nonreturnable samples to:
Shazamm, 725 Branch Avenue,
Studio 101, Providence, 02904,
Attention: Jim or email
jim@shazamm.net.

Work in a fun, motivating
atmosphere while helping to
fight for environmental
protection!! $9/hr.
Call Tracy at Clean Water
Action at 331-6972.
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Stigliano puts away
Mountaineers for Friars
-continued from back pageGlynn recorded a season-high nine
defensive mistake by PC and sending the ball
to freshman Ramon Smith, who broke in all saves for the Friars. WVU goalkeeper Kyle
alone to give the Eagles a 3-0 lead, which is Swarts registered three saves in the loss.
how it would remain for the duration of the It was PC’s first win against the
Mountaineers since 1996.
game.
“You can’t dwell on defeats,” explained
Glynn made six stops for the Friars in
the losing effort, while the BC goalie needed Daley after the team’s first victory, “You
to make just two stops behind a tough can only gain experience from them — but
defense for the shutout. BC improved to 3- its hard to get that into the guys’ heads at
1 overall and 2-0 in Big East action, while times, especially when you lose a couple
PC dropped to 1-3 overall and 1-1 in league close ones here or there or games you think
you should have won. But winning in the
play.
So far this season the PC offense has Big East is huge because that’s where we
been limited, as opposing teams have taken have to produce - it’s where we have to
the approach that if they can stop PC senior win. It wipes out the non-conference
co-captain Kevin Jones from scoring, they games and adds confidence.”
can win the game. Coach Daley is relying
In the first weekend of September, the
on Jones for both production and leadership Friars dropped a pair of games at the
this season.
University of Rhode Island Invitational.
“1 rely on Kevin big time. He’s been here The University of Maine defeated
5 years and is definitely one of the better Providence, 2-1, on Friday, September 1.
guys on the team,” says Daley. “He has a Senior back Matt O’Toole scored the lone
great attitude, and he’s got a future in the Friars goal in defeat, succeeding on an
game — which helps me because he knows indirect kick at 62:07.
there’s a bigger picture besides college
On September 3, The University of
soccer. He knows that in order to get there Rhode Island shut out the Friars, 1-0, in
he has to help carry the team because my the consolation game of the URII. The
expectations are higher for him a little more Friars’ best scoring chance came in the
than others.”
47th minute, when junior back Kempes
On Saturday of this past week, PC Corbally hit the post on a direct kick.
sophomore forward Todd Stigiiano scored
The Friars will next travel to the
his first goal of the season in the 109th University of Pittsburgh on Sunday,
minute as the Friars defeated West Virginia September 17th. As a former player and
University, 2-1, in double overtime at Glay assistant, Daley knows the pressure of
Field.
wanting to win, but his mindset is focused
The Friars took a 1-0 lead at 12:53 when on just that — winning.
Jones converted on a penalty kick for his
“I put a lot of pressure on myself
first of the season. West Virginia’s Craig because I think I’ve had a hand in getting
Patton evened the game at 1-1 as he blasted the program back to a respectable level.
a shot that deflected off a Friar defender past If I can’t do the job as head coach, my
Glynn at 31:55.
assistants and I are not doing a good job.
Both teams were held scoreless after the You can’t avoid or predict injuries, but you
first 15 minute overtime before Stigiiano just have to deal with what happens and
provided the heroics for the Friars in the hopefully you have strong enough
second overtime. Stigiiano took a pass from characters on your team to pull through.
Friar freshman Jonathan Rhode and blasted
“I’d like to win every game. I’m
a shot in at 109:07 to give PC its first win extremely competitive, and I always,
under Daley.
always want to win.”
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Tennis backhands
Hartford
by Virginia

Cheng ’03

Sports Staff

While it is not unusual for tennis play
ers to use two hands on their backhand
swings, using two hands on both sides
is not a common practice. For those who
happened to catch a Monica Seles match
during the U.S. Open last week, her play
ing style usually looks strange because
she is one of the few people who have
two-handed forehands and backhands.
The Providence College Women’s
tennis team features three two-handed
hitters this year, a sight that is somewhat
unusual at this level of play. Still, se
nior captain Alison Carton, junior Erin
Haley, and sophomore Courtney Maloy
have found success with their twohanded swings.
Even though two-handed forehands
are not widely used, there are many ad
vantages to using two hands on both
sides. It is easier for players to disguise
where they plan on hitting their shots. It
also makes it easier to change the direc
tion of the ball and forces the player to
follow through on every shot, something
one-handed players sometimes forget to
do. The only disadvantage is that it cuts
down on a player’s ability to reach for
certain shots, but Carton, Haley, and
Maloy are all very capable of also hit
ting one-handed forehands.
With three two-handers and three
one-handers in the starting singles lineup
for PC, the Lady Friars started off their
season with a 5-4 win against Hartford.
Carton led the team with an easy 6-0,
6-0 blasting of her opponent at second
singles. Maloy recorded a win at fourth
singles, and Haley, a transfer from
Marist, finished off the sweep for the
two-handers with a 6-1, 7-5 victory at
sixth singles. Gina Vlasek gave PC its
fourth point at third singles with a 6-3,
6-1 win.

The Lady Friars ran into a little
trouble with doubles, but the third pair
ing of Haley and Maloy clinched the vic
tory for PC, crushing their opponents by
a score of 8-3. Even though the match
was a little too close for comfort for the
Lady Friars, Carton was still pleased
with the team’s performance.
“Hartford definitely improved from
last year,” said Carton. “Everyone’s get
ting used to playing doubles together
because there are new pairings at sec
ond and third. It should not have been
that close so we have things to work on.
We brought forth what our weaknesses
are and what we need to improve.”
Last weekend, PC opened up the year
at the SUnity Life Tennis Classic at Syra
cuse, N.Y. Junior Brooke Rubin led the
Lady Friars with a second place finish
at first singles. She almost upset the top
seed in the final, but dropped a mara
thon three-setter, 6-3,5-7,0-6. She and
Carton then teamed up to finish third at
first doubles with a 2-1 record for the
tournament. Vlasek also finished 2-1 at
third singles, and junior Katie Lafayette,
who moved up from playing doubles last
season, had an impressive 2-1 weekend
at fifth singles.
“Brooke played fabulous,” said
Coach Carl LaBranche. “Just because
she was ahead and didn’t win didn’t
mean she choked. The girl she played
took it to another level. I was very
pleased with her. It’s a wonderful tour
nament to go to at this time of year. It’s
just a very good way to see where we
are.”
“Everybody played well,” said Car
ton. “Everybody is getting used to play
ing matches again. You have to get ready
to play the best people.”
Up next for the Lady Friars will be
New Hampshire at home on Wednesday.
The Men’s team will take on the Wild
cats at home this Saturday.

Athlete out of the Shadows: Paco
Fabian, PC’s first stringer
by Alison

Carton ’01

Sports Staff

Paco Fabian came to Providence
College in order to play tennis for one of
the best teams in the Big East. During
his freshman year here, the men’s team
enjoyed a successful season finishing in
third place at the Big East Championships
behind Miami and Notre Dame. At the

WORK
PART-TIME AT

time Fabian was a talented and
competitive freshman playing in the 3rd,
4th, and 5,h positions. Fabian had no
idea that the expectations he held of
continuing to play for the same caliber
team would quickly diminish the
following year with the Title IX
decision to cut the men’s program. The
Norwalk, Connecticut native seriously
considered transferring (like his
freshman teammate Steve Prisco) until
the school announced a plan to
continue the program for three more
years. “ I stayed here because I knew
our team would stay at the same level
even though we would no longer be
considered one of the best teams in the
Big East. And at first it was hard going
to matches knowing that we were not
as respected in the conference as we
used to be,” said Fabian.
That year, Fabian played* second
singles, behind his good friend Jamie
Williams and then behind Chris

Wolken when Williams left the team
halfway through the year. Fabian was
still relying on his outstanding athletic
ability and fierce competitive attitude to
pull him through close matches. He was
not a polished tennis player when he
came to PC because of the extraordinary
athletic ability he successfully spread
throughout many different sports in high
school.
He did not take the same route as
most of his tennis peers who
concentrated on just tennis all year
‘round, but instead spent the fall season
playing soccer and his winter’s playing
basketball. Fabian was the point guard
on his high school basketball team which
won the Connecticut state tournament
his junior year and lost in the finals his
senior year. He is also the school’s third
all-time leading point scorer in soccer.
“Paco is still more of an athlete than
a tennis player. He is such a competitor
that his will to win gets him through

tough matches,” said head coach Carl
LaBranche. Although Paco continues to
thrive on his fiery attitude, he has
matured significantly as a tennis player
since he came to PC. “The experience
factor is so key. Through experience and
maturity you learn how to play matches
and learn to win from more of a strategic
standpoint than a strictly competitive
one, “stated Fabian.
Fabian thinks he played his best
tennis consistently at the end of last
year’s spring season during the Big East
tournament when the team had a
phenomenal run, finishing sixth overall,
after coming into the tournament ranked
ninth. He was leading in all three
individual matches when the team
matches were called, so he received no
official credit for his performance.
Fabian hopes to be seeded at the
Rolex tournament at Virginia Tech this
November and is hopeful to win a few
rounds.

PC Dance Team Tryouts!!
package handlers

When: Sept. 18-20 7:00-9:30
Where: Peterson Rec Center

PLUS BENEFITS!
APPLY ON-LINE AT:

www.upsjobs.com
OR CONTACT
UPS EMPLOYMENT AT

** Bring a blank tape

781-551-2542
Equal Opportunity Employer

See you there!
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THE PC HOMEPAGE
WEEKLY
SCHEDULE
Friday, September 15

Athletes of the Week
Todd Stigliano Rachel Hixson Sarah Katinger

Women’s Soccer vs. Boston College
Golf at Yale Invitational
Volleyball vs. Alabama DePaul
Volleyball at DePaul

Saturday, September 16
Men’s Tennis vs. New Hampshire
Volleyball vs. Central Michigan at
DePaul
Volleyball vs. Valparaiso at DePaul
Men’s Cross Country at Dartmouth
Invitational
Field Hockey vs. Michigan State at
Northeastern

Sunday, September 17
Women’s Soccer vs. Quinnipiac
Men’s Soccer at Pittsburgh

Tuesday, September 19
Volleyball at Rhode Island

Wednesday, September 20
Women’s Tennis vs. New Hampshire

Stigliano netted the game
winning goal in PC’s 2-1
double-overtime victory
against BIG EAST foe West
Virginia on Sept. 9. The
goal gave PC its first win of
the season.

Thursday, September 21

Hixson led the women’s
cross country team to its
15th consecutive Univer
sity of Rhode Island Invi
tational title on Sept. 9 in
Kingston, R.I. Hixson
finished first in a time of
18:00.

Women’s Tennis at Central
Connecticut State

Katinger averaged 15.0
kills, 15.0 digs and 2.0
blocks per game as she
helped lead PC to a 3-1
record for the week. She
registered a season-high 26
kills at Liberty and season
best 21 digs versus Central
Connecticut State.

Standings
Women’s Soccer

Men’s Soccer
Team

Northeast Conference
Team
Miami
Connecticut
St. John’s
Syracuse
Boston College

Providence

Wins
4
1
4
4
3
2

Losses
2
2
1
2
2
4

Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Boston College
Connecticut
Syracuse

Providence
St. John’s
Villanova
Notre Dame
West Virginia
Rutgers
Seton Hall

Wins
3
3
3
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
2

Losses
0
0
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
3
3
2

Volleyball

Field Hockey

Team
Providence
Team
Connecticut
Boston College
Syracuse
Rutgers
Villanova

Providence

Wins
5
4
4
3
3
0

Losses
1
1
1
1
1
6

Connecticut
St. John’s
Rutgers
Seton Hall
Syracuse
Notre Dame
Pittsburgh
Georgetown
Villanova
West Virginia
Boston College

Wins
7
6
6
5
4
5
4
4
4
2
1
1

Losses
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
6
6
7

29 DAYS UNTIL LATE NIGHT MADNESS

Statistics
MEN & WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

UNH Women’s Meet -- September 1.2000
1.
Rachel Hixson
PC
18:28
UNH
2.
Amy Decamp
18:38
3.
Roisin McGettigan PC
18:41
4.
Lisa Cappello
18:43
PC
Francine Darroch PC
18:55
5.
6.
Emily Tallen
19:05
PC
7.
Kathryn Casserly PC
19:14
8.
Vanessa McGowan Maine 19:36
UNH
19:40
9.
Taryn Kenny
19:49
10. Stephanie O'Reilly PC

UNH Men’s Meet - September 1.2000
24:25
1.
Keith Kelly
PC
24:58
PC
2.
Chris Livesey
Hamish
Thorpe
25:05
PC
3.
PC
25:08
4.
Ciaran Lynch
5.
PC
25:19
Paul Reilly
6.
Tim Curran
PC
25:32
7.
Adam Sutton
PC
25:37
8.
Matt Schadow
UNH
25:39
9.
UNH
Tim Wright
26:03
10. Ben Strain
UNH
26:26

Women’s URI Invit, - September 9.2000
1.
Rachel Hixson
PC
18:00
2.
Roisin McGettigan PC
18:00
3.
Lisa Cappello
PC
18:01
4.
Kathryn Casserly
PC
18:08
5.
Emily Tallen
18:17
PC
6.
Erin Silvering
URI
18:22
7.
Francine Darroch PC
18:27
8.
Emer O'Shea
PC
18:52
9.
Heather Gardiner
ccsu 18:57
10. Heidi Westerling
URI
19:00

KEEP AN EYE OUT FORE GOLF!
SEASON STARTS THIS WEEKEND!
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All-American Cappello
Strength in numbers likely out for season; sister
aids PC sports
runs in her place
-Continued from back pageThen what were all of you thinking
on Saturday when you attended the
Providence Men’s Soccer game? Better
question: What were you thinking when
you stayed through a torrential
downpour and then through two
overtimes? Amazingly, the students on
this campus seem to have developed
some sort of resurgent school spirit and
have ditched the old “they suck, let’s play
pregame” attitude.
Instead, I noticed a handful of
onlookers so enveloped by the action that
they were being pushed off the sidelines
by the referees. The energy from the
audience was, from my experience, the
best since last year’s hockey victory over
UNH during Parent’s Weekend.
Ultimately, this day would become a
victory for Friar sports and the first
victory for Chaka Daley in his inaugural
season as Head Coach of the team.
The psychology behind this event is
a mystery. It could be that it was the
first home game of the school year and
the campus population wished to fulfill
their quota of one game per year.
Usually, an outdoor (or even an indoor)
game is a great social event, but with
Providence’s finest in attendance and
acid rain ready to water down your beer,
it was a sobering event, but only literally.
Metaphorically, the game on Saturday
may have drunken the PC population to
the point of total faith in our sports
program.
I refuse to believe that Saturday was
a flash in the pan. Instead, freshman,
sophomores, juniors, and seniors alike
have tied the laces on their shoes and are
prepared to fill the spot of the extra man.
The hopeful attitude is not surprising,
however. Certain teams do have their
superstars returning and the teams that

did falter last year have used summer
time wisely to make the necessary
reparations to compete at their
respective level.
For example, Women’s Soccer has
a handful of stars returning and are in
the process in organizing themselves
with the already-promised youngsters
to find their chemistry. Elsewhere, both
Men’s and Women’s Tennis have the
bulk of their starters returning and golf
has each of its top five shooters coming
back. Field Hockey, although off to a
tougher start, still remain hopeful that
their season will turn around.
Once upon a time, Providence
College was able to attract blue-chip
runners to a four-year Friar running
career. Now, PC has Keith Kelly and
Larry Morrissey sticking around for
year number five, an appropriately
positive response to the PC Athletic
Department, and to the campus in
general.
Perhaps in the year 2000-2001, the
members of the Providence College
community will recognize the triple
sessions that some of the athletes pulled
in the August heat. Each PC team has
persevered through the misery of last
year and has risen to the challenge of
standing ground in the league.
So far, volleyball has led the charge,
building up an early 7-1 record. At this
young point in the season there is not a
single player who does not seem
ecstatic about their scenario here at PC.
On the day of this writing, Providence
College, whether win or lose, seems to
have gained a special interest in the
comeback of Friar sports.
You’d be crazy to miss a single
Providence College sporting event this
season.

By Jen Watson ’03
Sports Staff

Coming off a championship season last
year, the Providence College Women’s Cross
Country team returns almost all of the same
faces as last year’s team. However, an
interesting sidenote to this year’s team
revolves around 1999 All-American junior
Heather Cappello and her sister, Lisa
Cappello, an acclaimed incoming freshman.
The sisters have similar running
backgrounds and styles, since running together
at their high school in Lockport, NY. Heavily
recruited by Head Coach Ray Treacy, Lisa has
already paid off for PC, becoming one of the
Lady Friars’ top five runners this season.
The PC Women’s Cross Country team won
their 15th consecutive University of Rhode
Island Invitational this past Saturday,
September 9, in Kingston, RI. The Friars allaround presented solid times on the course,
led by senior captain Rachel Hixson, a 1998
cross-country All American selection, with a
time of 18:00. The women dominated the
meet, capturing the first five spots. Hixson,
sophomore Roisin McGettigan, Lisa Cappello,
junior Kathryn Casserly, and sophomore
Emily Tallen placed in the first five spots,
sweeping the meet for PC. In fact, PC
managed to grab seven of the top ten spots,
thanks to the superb running of Francine
Darroch and sophomore Emer O’Shea.
Missing from the Friars line-up so far this
season has been Heather Cappello, who could
miss the entire cross country season due to
injury. Coach Treacy is optimistic about
Cappello s return this year and still believes
that she will be able to not only participate in
the indoor and spring seasons, but also qualify
for the NCAA Championships in both.
“Heather is a superb runner. She is an AllAmerican and is an asset to the team as one of
our top runners,” said Treacy.
During the 1999 season, Heather was PC’s
top runner. She placed first in the NCAA
Northeast Regional Cross Country

Championship last year and went on to claim
All-American honors in the NCAA
Championship.
Lisa’s past credentials include competing
in the 1999 Footlocker Northeast Regional,
where she finished in 16lh place. This season
she will join the Lady Friars to compete in
the 3,000 meters during the Indoor Track
season and the 5,000 meters during the
Outdoor spring contests.
Earlier this month on September 2, the
Friars opened their season by successfully
beating both the men and women’s teams of
the University of New Hampshire. The Lady
Friars dominated five out of the top six
positions of the meet, with Hixson,
McGettigan, Cappello, Darroch and Tallen
sweeping five of the top six spots.
“The girls ran fast with solid times all
around,” praised Treacy.
The PC’s men’s team took the first five
spots versus the Wildcats. The black and
white were led by two-time All-American
senior Keith Kelly, who won the race with a
time of 24:35. Sophomore Chris Livesey,
junior Hamish Thorpe, senior Ciaran Lynch,
and junior Paul Reilly finished in the number
two through five slots.
“The men had a strong performance at
UNH. We have been going there for the past
16 years, and this was the strongest
performance in the last ten,” commented
Treacy. “The men showed a lot of depth in
the meet — which hopefully is an indicator
for the rest of the season.”
Coach Treacy also has high expectations
for the rest of the season, with hopes that
the men will win the Big East and place in
the top six at the NCAA Championships at
the end of the season.
The Friars return to action on September
23 at the Roy Griak Invitational at the
University of Minnesota. The Invitational
will prove to be important for the Friar team,
as it will be a true indication of the types of
teams that will oppose Providence in the Big
East Tournament this year.

Sports
Absolutely amazing
by

Kevin Farrahar ’01

Sports Staff

A year after making the Big
East Tournament for the first
time since 1994, the key word
for this year’s Providence Col
lege Volleyball team is adjust
ment. The biggest transition
this squad will have to make is
adjusting to new head coach,
Margot Royer. In addition to a
new coach, the Lady Friars also
lost two seniors from last year’s
unit including GTE Academic
All-American Colleen Lee.
The adjustment has been a
smooth one so far as they have
carried the momentum from the
end of last season (winning ten
of their last twelve games be
fore the tournament) into the
2000 campaign. The Lady Fri
ars upped their record to 7-1
with a solid victory on Tuesday
over the College of Holy Cross.
The Lady Crusaders were un
able to withstand several scor
ing streaks by Providence as the
Lady Friars swept Holy Cross
3-0(15-7, 15-7, 15-4).
Pacing the attack for Provi
dence was the all-around game
of preseason All-Big East se
lection junior Sarah Katinger
who recorded ten kills and six
teen digs. Another junior, Annie
Celia, slammed eleven kills to
go along with her fourteen digs.

Celia threw down several
spikes with authority from
sophomore Susan Fanning (35
assists) which excited the
crowd.
The opening game of the
match remained tight until
Providence went on an 8-2 run
ballooning a 5-3 lead to a 13-5
cushion. This run was sparked
by a booming kill from Celia,
which was followed up on the
next play by a nicely placed tip
by senior Deb Bihday, just over
the outstretched hand of the
Holy Cross blocker. Bihday
played a solid overall first game
as the Lady Friars later scored
four straight points off of her
serve. The first game ended on
a kill by senior Heidi Filippi (4
kills, 9 digs) who did a little of
everything throughout the
match.
The second game opened
with a barrage of blocks by se
nior Samantha Lennon.
Lennon blocked three early at
tempts by the Lady Crusaders
which is something that the
Lady Friars are going to need
more of according to coach
Royer who said, “we have been
working really hard on block
ing, its probably one of our
weakest skills and tonight we
felt like we accomplished a few
goals there.” Holy Cross appeared to bounce back from the

Sideline
support
You’d have to be crazy to
attend a single Providence
College sporting event this
season.
In case you’ve
repressed the nightmares from
last year, or perhaps you were
hanging
your tassel
from the
rear-view
mirror, the
Providence
College
varstiy
athletic
teams
posted a
dismal 164-173-7 record
collectively. On top of that, we
endured our first year without a
baseball team, and certain
members of a certain team made
bigger news in court than on the
court. Lastly, certain superstar
seniors, engraved in the PC
record book ran out of time and
have moved on after four
fabulous years.

Off the
Bench

John
Zilch

Zilch, page 27

Again, Bihday served the ball
well as the Friars scored six of
the seven straight points behind
her serve. Celia helped put Holy
Cross away in
game two with
a nice tip to
earn Provi
dence a side
out, which she
followed up
with two kills
which sealed
the game.
Providence
made quick
work of Holy
Cross in game
three
as
Sophomore
Daniella Miele
(2 aces) open
ed the game
serving for ten
straight points.
Katinger was
instrumental in
this 10-0 run,
as she ap
peared to be
everywhere on
the court. She
had a kill and
photo by John Englishmen ’03
Junior Sarah Katinger assists Friar teammates a tip for the
first two points
with successful bump.
of the game
rally that would see the Lady which she followed up with a
Friars score seven straight block leading to a 4-0 lead for
points, upping their lead to 8-3. Providence. Later, Katinger

first game as they took an early
3-1 lead. But Providence went
on another scoring spree. An
other Lennon block sparked a

threw down a vicious kill up
ping the lead to 9-0 which left
the crowd buzzing. Freshman
Katie Martucci helped put the
game away with two kills giv
ing the Lady Friars their thir
teenth and fourteenth points of
the game. A miss hit by Holy
Cross gave the Friars the game
and the match.
After eight games it cer
tainly appears as though
Providence’s Volleyball team
has made the needed adjust
ments to this point. When
asked about the transition this
team has gone through, Heidi
Filippi explained, “We have
two (new) great coaches who
are both enthusiastic and sup
portive... we have adjusted
smoothly to the seniors leav
ing.”
The Lady Friars will head
to Chicago to play in a tour
nament at DePaul University
this weekend. The tourna
ment will feature some stiff
competition as the Lady Fri
ars will have to compete with
the likes of Alabama, DePaul,
Valparaiso, and Central
Michigan. Coach Royer said
this weekend will be a “real
test” for her squad. To this
point, Royer and her Lady Fri
ars have responded well to
every test they have been
given.

PC riddled by rivals attack;
Boston College wins 3-0
by

_____

R.J. Friedman ’03

Asst. Sports Editor

Almost one year ago,
disappointment reigned over the
Providence College Men’s
Soccer team, having had their
hearts broken after losing a threeway tiebreak to qualify for the
Big East Conference playoffs.
Later that year, former Head
Coach Brian Ainscough resigned,
and prospectus for the coming
season began to look bleak for the
Friars. However, a new year
brings a familiar face at head
coach and new hopes for a
winning season, something that
PC has not seen since the 1990
season.
This past summer Chaka
Daley ’96 was promoted from top
assistant coach to become the
third head coach in the history of
the Providence College soccer
program.
Serving under
Ainscough for four out of five
seasons, Daley is familiar with
the current group of Friars and

had a large hand in the rebuilding be hesitant to come to me and go Unfortunately, the speed of the
effort at Providence over the past to an assistant instead. So it’s BC forwards was too much to
handle for the Friar defense, as
good and its bad.”
half-decade.
On Wednesday, September the Eagles shut out the Friars, 3“The fact that the boys know
13, Daley attempted to remain 0, handing PC their first Big East
me has both its good and bad
points,” commented Daley, who is undefeated at home, hosting the loss of the year.
Boston College took a 1-0
College
Eagles.
regarded as one of the top players Boston
lead at 17:33 in the first
to ever don the black and
half when sophomore
white due to his great
ftCasey Schmidt, last
athleticism and speed. “It
year’s team scoring
helps because they know
leader for the Eagles,
me. They respect me
headed in a comer kick
because of my playing
in front of PC junior
ability, and in return that
goalkeeper Danny
helps them because I’ve
Glynn.
done it. I’ve been there on
The Eagles
every level, and I know
increased their lead to
what it takes to get to there
2-0 at the 32:26 mark
for those who aspire to do
when
sophomore
so.
Bobby Thompson put a
“It hurts because when
breakaway past the left
you’re the Assistant, it’s
side of a diving Glynn,
good cop-bad cop. The
hompson would have
Assistant Coach
is
a hand in the Eagles
supposed to be the good
third and final goal of
cop, and the Head Coach
the bad cop, because he’s
photo by John Englishmen '03 the half at the 42:56
Freshman Jon Rhode has already become
mark, capitalizing on a
the decision maker.
Soccer, page 25
a vital part of the PC offense.
Because of that, they might
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